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Advances in microscopy and biotechnology have given us novel insights into cellular bi-

ology and physics. While bacteria were long considered to be relatively unstructured, the

development of fluorescence microscopy techniques, and spatially and temporally resolved

high-throughput quantitative studies, have uncovered that the bacterial cell is highly orga-

nized, and its structure rigorously maintained. In this thesis I will describe our gateTool soft-

ware, designed to harness cell-to-cell variations to probe bacterial structure, and discuss two

exciting aspects of structure that we have employed gateTool to investigate: (i)chromosome

organization and the cellular mechanisms for controlling DNA dynamics, and (ii) the study of

cell wall synthesis, and how the genes in the synthesis pathway impact cellular shape. In the

first project, we develop a spatial and temporal mapping of cell-cycle-dependent chromoso-

mal organization, and use this quantitative map to discover that chromosomal loci segregate

from midcell with universal dynamics. In the second project, I describe preliminary time-

lapse and snapshot imaging analysis suggesting phentoypical coherence across peptidoglycan

synthesis pathways.
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1.1 Simple schematic of the bacterial cell-cycle. In this simplified schematic,
we see that each bacterial cell is born through the division of another cell
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the pole inherited from the mother cell. Replication and segregation occur
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1.2 The densely packed sub-cellular environment of E. coli . This illus-
tration shows a cross-section of a small portion of an E. coli cell. The cell
wall, with two concentric membranes studded with transmembrane proteins,
is shown in green. A large flagellar motor crosses the entire wall, turning
the flagellum that extends upwards from the surface. The cytoplasmic area
is colored blue and purple. The large purple molecules are ribosomes and
the small, L-shaped maroon molecules are tRNA, and the white strands are
mRNA. Enzymes are shown in blue. The nucleoid region is shown in yellow
and orange, with the long DNA circle shown in yellow, wrapped around HU
protein (bacterial nucleosomes). In the center of the nucleoid region shown
here, you might find a replication fork, with DNA polymerase (in red-orange)
replicating new DNA. Illustration by David S. Goodsell, the Scripps Research
Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

1.3 DNA fragment transformation in bacteria. (1) Competent recipient,
or host, cells receive exogenous DNA fragment through their membrane. (2)
Through recombination, DNA fragments are incorporated into the host chro-
mosome. The exogenous genes may now be expressed by the cell to create
new protein. This figure was produced by Pearson Education Inc. . . . . . . 11
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1.4 Bacteriophage transduction in bacteria. (1) A phage attaches to the
outside of a host cell and injects its DNA through the membrane. (2) En-
zymes are expressed from the phage DNA, degrading the host chromosome
into fragments. (3) As new phages are synthesized, they package DNA frag-
ments from their surrounding; in this way, host genes are packaged into the
phage. (4) The phages now carrying genes from both the original phage and
the host chromosome, inject DNA into a recipient cell. (5) The exogenous
chromosomal genes carried by ejected by the phage are introduced into the
recipient cell by recombination; progeny will possess this altered chromosome.
This figure was produced by Pearson Education Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13

1.5 SuperSegger work-flow. The fluorescence and phase images are processed
and aligned. During segmentation the cell regions are identified from the back-
ground. Then each cell region is linked to a corresponding cell region in the
next frame and the cells receive unique ID numbers. Next, the properties and
fluorescence characteristics of each cell are calculated. Finally, the program
outputs three different types of outputs: Frame files, Clist matrices and Cell
files. This figure is from Stylianidou et. al. 2016 [1]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

2.1 Identification by morphology verses fluorescence. Panel A: A dot
plot of long and short axes for the A. baylyi (blue) and E. coli (red) cells,
imaged separately. Based on this data, appropriate gates for A. baylyi and
E. coli based on morphology are selected (dotted). Panel B: A dot plot of
long and short axes for the mixed A. baylyi and E. coli cells, with the A. baylyi
and E. coli gates from Panel A applied. Panel C: Histogram of mean GFP
fluorescence for known A. baylyi (solid blue) and E. coli (solid red) cells, as
well as mixed cells sorted as A. baylyi (dotted blue) and E. coli (dotted red).
We find that the fluorescence data for the mixed cells sorted by morphology
closely match the fluorescence data for the known populations. Panel D:
Bright field and fluorescence images of a sample field of view, with and without
cell outlines determined by morphology and fluorescence gates. . . . . . . . 27

2.2 Conditional probability of cell age given a cell length. This bivariate
histogram displays the cell length and age from over 56,000 measurements.
The coloring of the points shows the resulting conditional probability of the
cell age, given the cell’s length. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
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2.3 Over-expression phenotypes. Panel A: KDE of cell length (at death)
for 48 strains (including ftsZA fusion strains) and statistics: minimum to
maximum (dotted), mean (circle) and standard deviation (solid line). Genes
labeled as NA are currently not annotated genes in MG1655. Strains are or-
dered by mean length. Panel B: Analysis of high (+) and low (−) expression
sub-populations of four strains. High-expression sub-populations of FtsA and
FtsZ have long length. Panel C: Single cell tower and consensus images for
FtsZ high and low expression sub-populations. The consensus image for the
+ sub-population shows a cloud around midcell, reflecting the averaging of
tower images of z-rings with aberrant localization. Arrows have been included
to point out the various clouds of higher intensity, localized away from cell
center, resulting from misplaced z-rings in many cells. . . . . . . . . . . . . 35

2.4 Effect of cell growth characteristics on cell age. Panel A-C: A sample
field of view of a colony growing from a single progenitor cell, shown at t = 0,
60 and 300 minutes. The color of each cell outline indicates the old pole age:
two (blue), greater than two (green), or inherited from progenitor/unknown
(red). The lines are dashed (or solid) to represent cells at the edge (or inside)
of the colony at birth. Panel D: A sample lineage tree from a single progenitor
cell. The length of each line gives the age of the cell. The color and style of the
lines again indicate the old pole age and position of the cell within the colony.
Panel E: We compare the mean cell age for six different conditions of cell
growth: (i) on the edge of a colony, (ii) on the inside of a colony (iii) inheriting
the oldest poles (iv) inheriting the most new poles (v) longest at birth, and
(vi) shortest at birth. Each cell descriptor is gated into three groups: low
(−), medium, and high (+). It is clear from this figure that the mean cell
cycle duration (or cell age) and standard error on the mean are consistent,
independent of pole age. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37

3.1 Cellular-scale models for chromosome structure.Schematic models of
the nucleoid with a (A) left-right filament structure and (B) ori-ter filament
structure. The left (right) arm of the chromosome is green (orange). oriC is
shown in red and ter is in purple. From top to bottom, the cells in each stack
represent chromosome structure at cell birth, during chromosome replication,
and before division. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44
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3.2 Trajectory Alignment. (A) Chromosome map of all labeled genetic loci
and sample cell to visualize normalization of positions to cell length units L.
X = 0 indicates midcell, and X > 0 (X < 0 ) represents the old (new) pole
sides of the cell. (B) An example kymograph. To produce kymographs, cell
images were projected along the long axis of the cell and aligned sequentially
at midcell. Gray regions indicate cell boundaries determined by the bright
field image. Red pixels indicate a fluorescent signal. (C) Three sample fluo-
rescent tracks from oriC kymographs in physical coordinates display the high
level of cell-to-cell variation in localization dynamics. (D) Tracks from (C)
are normalized to cell length at each point in time, oriented by cell pole, syn-
chronized by splitting times, and overlaid. This method, when repeated with
thousands of tracks, can then be used in order to generate a 3D histogram of
locus positioning throughout the cell cycle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46

3.3 Trajectory Histograms. Histograms of synchronized trajectories (see Fig-
ure 1D) throughout the cell cycle for several chromosomal loci. Tracks are
oriented with X > 0 indicating the old pole side of the cell and X < 0 indi-
cating the new pole. The locus label and number of cells contributing to each
histogram are as follows: (A) oriC , N = 3528 (B) L2, N = 2254 (C) R3, N =
1416 (D) ter1, N = 406. Histograms for all seven loci are included in Figure
A.2 in the Appendix. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49

3.4 Mean Locus Position Trajectories and Histogram of Split Positions.
Mean locus trajectories aligned by split time oriented using polar (A) and
genomic orientation (B). The observation that all loci lie inside oriC demon-
strates the predominance of the ori -ter nucleoid orientation. Loci are also
observed to move toward midcell shortly before the initiation of segregation.
The tight spacing of the mean trajectory curves demonstrates that the nu-
cleoid configuration is much more compact than observed in AB1157. The
noisiness of the mean trajectory at long and short times is due to the small
number of cells with cells cycles significantly exceeding 1 hr. (Error regions
show the error in the mean assuming all observations are uncorrelated.) (Note
that the mean is less meaningful for ter -proximal loci, as their positioning be-
fore and after the split is less precise, as can be seen from the locus occupancy
of ter1 shown in Figure 3.3.) (C) Histogram of splitting locations for all loci in
all cells when trajectories are aligned by pole orientation (as in (A)) . Regard-
less of genetic location or locus long-axis positioning at cell birth, all seven
loci split near midcell with high fidelity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
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3.5 Whole-nucleoid imaging. (A) Fis-GFP labeled nucleoids in single cells.
Arrows indicate the new pole (or future new poles) of cells. (B) Consensus
localization image of labeled nucleoids from 230 complete cell cycles shows a
compact nucleoid asymmetrically distributed towards the new cell pole. (C)
Mean DNA density in the first frame of the cell cycle oriented by cell pole
(right side, negative). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52

3.6 Step-size distributions. (A) The step-size distribution is the probability of
observing a step size of a lag time of one minute. The width of the distribution
characterizes the stochasticity of the motion whereas the mean step-size char-
acterizes the directedness of the motion. The initiation of segregation results
in a weak bias of the stochastic motion in the direct of average motion. The
motion of oriC transitions between unbiased motion (red) to weakly biased
motion (green), as seen by the shift in the distribution. The oriC (green) and
L2 (blue) show essentially identical stepsize distributions during the first ten
minutes of motion. (Error regions show expected counting error.) (B) Time-
dependent histogram of oriC step-sizes. Aside from an increased spread in
step sizes at the time of locus splitting (t=0), the distribution in step size is
quite homogeneous for the times before and after the split, with a zero bias
and consistent spread prior to the split and a similar spread but small positive
bias after the split. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53

3.7 Mean drift Velocities. Profiles of the relative drift velocities of sister loci are
provided for oriC , L2 and ter. At short time periods after the initial splitting
of sister loci, all loci appear to have similar drift velocities, consistent with a
model for segregation which treats all loci identically. At later time periods,
sister oriC loci have larger relative drift velocities, allowing them a larger net
separation along the length of the cell. (Error regions show the error in the
mean.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57

3.8 Segregation phenotype of seqA mutant. To perturb DNA structure
shortly after replication, we constructed a seqA deletion. (A) ∆seqA has a
nearly universal initial drift velocity. (B) The smaller separation for seqA
loci implies that all loci move segregate with a lower drift velocity. This is
observed as the integrated effect of a velocity which is only slightly smaller
acting throughout the segregation process. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59
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3.9 MSD scaling for stationary cells imaged with and without nutrients
(media and PBS pads, respectively). (Top) When all generations of
cells were included in our analysis, the scaling parameter for both
populations of cells was approximately the same (≈ 0.35). However,
when we isolated only the first generation of cells in both imaging
experiments, we observed a greater disparity between their dynam-
ics. The scaling parameter of cells imaged on PBS and media pads,
respectively, were 0.38 and 0.18. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62

3.10 A) Schematic diagrams for the Factory and Track models. Most bacteria have
a single circular chromosome (left), with a single origin (red dot), positioned
roughly opposite the terminus (green dot). The left and right arms of the
chromosome are colored pink and green, respectively. In the Factory Model
(center), DNA is pulled through the replisomes (black dots) in the direction
indicated by the red arrows. In the Track Model (right), replisomes translo-
cate along the template DNA. Red arrows indicate the direction of replisome
motion. B) The Factory model is shown for the chromosomal organizations
of three model organisms. Decondensed DNA is represented by lines. . . . . 65

4.1 Peptidoglycan synthesis. This figure is reproduced from Typas et. al.
[2]. The synthesis and attachment of a new peptidoglycan strand to the
existing sacculus, with particular emphasis on the different synthetic and
degrading enzymes. Precursors are synthesized in the cytoplasm, linked to
the transport lipid (undecaprenyl phosphate) and flipped accross the inner
membrane by FtsWRodA. A glycosyltransferase (GTase) catalyses polymer-
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A.1 Histogram of cell cycle duration for wild-type MG1655 cells (WT),
and for MG1655 cells with ParB-parS labeling system, both with
and without induction (-IPTG, +IPTG). Dotted lines show popula-
tion mean. Long-lived cohesion between sisters would delay the cell division
increasing the duration of the cell cycle. The variation observed in the pop-
ulation mean is consistent with day-to-day variation. The observation of the
shorter tail (cell age > 70) of the wild-type cells suggests that there may be a
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

In the last quarter century, major advancements in multi-disciplinary approaches to physi-

cal science have enhanced our understanding of living systems. To improve our understanding

of the world around us, we must see our surroundings through different scientific lenses; by

supplementing our biological studies with the quantitative tools of physics and computation,

we employ a more robust toolkit for probing living systems.

An appealing subject for these multi-disciplinary studies is the elucidation of mechanisms

for maintaining structure and dynamics in bacteria. Contrary to the long-assumed model

that these ‘simple’ cells are largely disordered, bacterial cell structure is highly organized and

rigorously maintained both spatially and temporally. But while novel multidisciplinary tech-

niques have uncovered this striking organization of bacterial cells, the mechanisms responsible

for this structure remain unknown. Furthermore, bacteria are an order of magnitude smaller

that human cells, existing on the micron scale where thermal fluctuations and statistical

mechanics become relevant factors in the determination of dynamics. These factors attract

physicists and quantitative scientists to the analysis of dynamics in the bacterial cell envi-

ronment. In this thesis, I will discuss how wide cell-to-cell variations in cellular structure

act both as a feature and a bug in our attempts to characterize the mechanisms guiding

bacterial cell structure.

1.1 Outline

Cellular diversity arises for several reasons, including (i) evolution and (ii) scale. The survival

of biological systems is achieved through small variations across populations; phenotypic vari-

ability can enhance fitness and act as a bet-hedging strategy in unpredictable environments
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[5]. Those sub-populations with the most favorable features for their environment will con-

tinue to live and proliferate. In addition, we consider that the world of bacterial cells takes

place on the micron scale, where thermal fluctuations play an appreciable role in dynamics

[?]. Small fluctuations in environment or within the cell can lead to notable variations in

sub-cellular localizations.

In this first chapter of this thesis, I outline the basic biological and physical principles

and techniques needed for the research described in the following chapters. In Chapter 2,

I introduce software developed for the high-throughput characterization of populations of

varied bacterial cells, a method called ‘image cytometry.’ In Chapter 3, I present a study of

the sub-cellular structure and dynamics of bacterial DNA, highlighting the challenges intro-

duced by vast cell-to-cell differences in DNA dynamics. In the fourth chapter, I will describe

an ongoing study of bacterial shapes, aimed at using timelapse microscopy and diverse cell

and colony shapes to study the cell wall synthesis pathway. Finally, with concluding chap-

ter, I will summarize the results of my doctoral work, and discuss directions in which these

projects could be expanded upon.

1.2 The Bacterial Life Cycle

1.2.1 Central Dogma

The driving force in the survival of organisms is the ability to proliferate, and transmit infor-

mation to future generations. To achieve this, all living things possess DNA: an instruction

manual for making a copy of itself. Shaped as a double helix, the DNA consists of a sugar

and phosphate backbone, linked by base pairs: ‘A’ and ‘T’, or ‘G’ and ‘C’. Much as the En-

glish alphabet provides a set of letters, whose order gives rise to words and meaning, these

bases act as an alphabet for genetic material. The unique ordering of these base pairs forms

a set of instructions to create specific proteins. In the case of all bacteria in this thesis, the

DNA is structured as a single circular loop, called the chromosome.
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1.2.2 The Bacterial Cell Cycle

The bacterial life cycle is carried out through four major processes: i) cellular growth ii)

DNA replication iii) DNA segregation and iv) cellular division ( Fig. 1.1). During early cell

growth, the genes that make up the chromosome are transcribed into RNA and translated

by ribosomes into proteins needed for sub-cellular operations. During replication, the cell

makes a copy of its chromosome, so that each of its future daughter cells will receive a copy of

the DNA. The loci of the chromosome are continuously and sequentially ‘segregate’ following

their replication. In this process, the two ‘sister’ loci are translocated towards opposite cell

halves, in preparation for the division of the cell into two daughters. Finally, during division,

a septum of cell wall forms, physically dividing the cell into two nearly identical copies of

the original cell. This life cycle, referred to as the ‘cell cycle’, is then repeated for each of the

two resulting cells (daughter cells); the process repeats continuously to build and maintain

an entire colony of clonally related cells.

1.2.3 Sub-cellular structure

Appreciating the complexity of the cell cycle requires an understanding of the biology of

the bacterial cell, and the length scales where these biological processes are occurring. For

example, Escherichia coli cells are rod-shaped and approximately 2 µm by 0.5 µm in size.

Unlike eukaryotic cells, they have no membrane-bound organelles; they consist mainly of

proteins, cytoplasm, and the nucleoid (a condensed bundle of the chromosome and proteins).

Its easy to imagine bacteria homogeneous, spacious environment, with the chromosome and

proteins diffusing with little order.

Bacteria were long considered to be simple organisms, with the randomly folded chromo-

some and proteins diffusing throughout the intracellular space. It was only in the last century

that advances in light microscopy clearly demonstrated that the chromosome is compacted

into a discrete object [6]. This distinct shape convincingly suggested that the chromosome

is in structured, suggesting well-regulated and predictable dynamics. The chromosomal
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Figure 1.1: Simple schematic of the bacterial cell-cycle. In this simplified schematic,
we see that each bacterial cell is born through the division of another cell (‘mother’). The
pole of the cell created through division is the ‘new pole’ and the pole inherited from the
mother cell. Replication and segregation occur simultaneously. A more detailed schematic
for replication/segregation in the context of the cell cycle is provided in the Chapter 3.
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structure was further elucidated in the last quarter century, through the development of

methods to visualize individual chromosomal loci in live cells using fluorescence microscopy

[7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . This understanding of the robust spatial organization of the chromosome

raised questions and driven recent models for how newly replicated DNA is segregated.

To better understand the biological necessity for well-managed chromosome structure,

consider the size of the E. coli chromosome: this DNA loop consists of 4.7 million base pairs

(Mbp). When stretched out straight, this DNA would cover a length of over 1mm; the

intracellular space it occupies, however, is only ≈ 1µ long. Thus, to fit inside the cell, the

chromosome must be linearly compacted more than 1,000-fold [12, 13]. The cell interior is

accordingly densely packed (see Fig. 1.2), with the chromosome highly condensed just to fit

inside. In order for the cell to copy this DNA and express proteins from it, its structure and

dynamics must be highly managed.

This picture is further complicated by considering the life cycle of the cell. As a rod-

shaped bacterial cell grows, it elongates along its long axis, and splits down its center to divide

into two cells. The genes on the chromosome are continuously being expressed, to create more

proteins, with the associated changed in DNA structure that accompany RNA synthesis. The

single chromosome is being replicated, and the two copies (sister chromosomes) are being

moved to opposite poles. The management of these processes within a densely packed space

requires meticulous order of the cellular structure. Which begs the question to physicists and

biologists: how does is structure maintained in these environments, and what mechanisms

and forces guide this process?

1.3 Dynamics on the micron scale

1.3.1 Diffusion in the cell modeled by a random walk

We can model the diffusion of subcellular elements in the cytoplasm as Brownian particles

in a fluid. For particles with number density n(r, t) and velocity v(r,t), the current density

will be j(r, t) = n(r, t)v(r, t). According to Fick’s Law,
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20 nm

Figure 1.2: The densely packed sub-cellular environment of E. coli . This illustration
shows a cross-section of a small portion of an E. coli cell. The cell wall, with two concentric
membranes studded with transmembrane proteins, is shown in green. A large flagellar motor
crosses the entire wall, turning the flagellum that extends upwards from the surface. The
cytoplasmic area is colored blue and purple. The large purple molecules are ribosomes and
the small, L-shaped maroon molecules are tRNA, and the white strands are mRNA. Enzymes
are shown in blue. The nucleoid region is shown in yellow and orange, with the long DNA
circle shown in yellow, wrapped around HU protein (bacterial nucleosomes). In the center of
the nucleoid region shown here, you might find a replication fork, with DNA polymerase (in
red-orange) replicating new DNA. Illustration by David S. Goodsell, the Scripps Research
Institute
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j(r, t) = −D∇n(r, t), (1.1)

and the continuity equation,

∇ · j(r, t) +
∂n(r, t)

∂t
= 0, (1.2)

we can write the particle number density as:

n(r, t) =
N

(4πDt)3/2
e−

r2

4Dt . (1.3)

Here D, commonly referred to as the ‘diffusion coefficient,’ characterizes the mobility.

Calculating the mean squared displacement for diffusing particles in one dimension (i.e.

r = x) using this number density, we find

〈∆x2〉 =
1

N

∫ ∞
0

n(x, t)4πx4dx = 2Dt. (1.4)

The mean-squared displacement (‘MSD’) thus increases linearly with lag time.

1.3.2 The step-size distribution

In many cases of biological studies, a valuable measurement is the distribution of the sizes of

each step in a random walk. For instance, in Chapter 3 we will consider a model for chromo-

some segregation by the exploring the distribution in sizes of steps taken by a fluorescently

tagged chromosomal locus. In one dimension, the the probability of a certain step size x

given the mean µ and the variance σ is

p(x|µ, σ) =
1

(2πσ2)1/2
e−

(x−µ)2

2σ2 . (1.5)

The mean and the variance carry important information about the mobility and bias

of the particle (or locus). We will proceed by exploring what each of these features of the

step-size distribution tells us.
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1.3.3 Variance and the scaling factor

For distributions possessing a zero-mean (i.e. µ = 〈∆x〉 = 0), the variance in the step size

distribution σ2 = 〈∆x2〉 − 〈∆x〉2 is simply the mean-squared displacement. In the previous

section, we saw that the MSD scales linearly with lag time for diffusive motion (σ2 = 2Dt).

In contrast, the dynamics on the sub-micron scale inside the cell are often dominated by

sub-diffusive motion. That is,

σ2 ∝ tα, (1.6)

where 0 < α < 1.

1.3.4 Bias and the Langevin equation

The mean of the step size distribution is related to velocity by the time between steps.

〈v(t)〉 =
〈∆x〉
τ

=
µ

τ
. (1.7)

In a microscopy experiment, where a continuous process is probed as regular intervals, the

time between steps is the frame rate (τ). Mechanistically, this bias holds valuable information

about the forces inside of the cell. Since we cannot directly probe force magnitudes inside of

living cells, the bias is a convenient and valuable way for us to indirectly measure the force.

To see how the velocity (or step size distribution bias) relates to the forces, we consider the

net force on a locus. The net force is the sum of three types of forces: (i) random forces,

defined as those whose ensemble average is zero (ii) viscous drag and (iii) average forces,

or those whose ensemble average is non-zero. The thermal fluctuations, which are random

forces, are non-negligible due to the small scale (sub-micron) of the dynamics we analyze.

The viscous drag is proportional to the velocity of the locus by a factor γ, which is related

to the diffusion coefficient. The sum of the forces on the locus can be denoted using the

Langevin equation: ∑
F = ξ − vγ + Fave, (1.8)
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Since all motion on this scale and in a dense environment is heavily damped, the forces sum

to zero. To eliminate the affect of cell-to-cell variations on this force measurement, we must

take the ensemble average of each term to determine the average force on a locus. Since the

ensemble average of random forces is zero, this leave us with the simple relation:

〈Fave〉 = γ〈v〉. (1.9)

Assuming an (approximately) constant diffusion coefficient, the average force is directly

proportional to velocity of the locus the forces act on. Measuring the velocity of chromosomal

loci provides us with indirect information about the magnitude of forces driving structure in

bacterial cells.

1.4 Phenotypes of bacterial cells and cultures

1.4.1 Morphology

A common technique for studying the function of a protein is to delete the gene encoding

it. Lacking the gene, the cell can no longer produce the target protein, and we can compare

traits of parent and mutant cells. By contrasting these mutant cells to wild-type cells, we

can draw conclusions about what functions the missing protein served. A description of a

cell’s characteristic behavior under certain conditions is called its phenotype; for example,

the phenotype of elongation mutants (or cells lacking the genes that encode proteins for cell

increasing cell length) is short, round cells. While the term phenotype embraces character-

istics beyond physical appearance (i.e. behavior), our lab conducts imaging studies, and

therefore focuses on the morphology: the aspects of phenotype characterizing the physical

traits or shape of a bacterial strain.

1.4.2 Genetics

An advantage to our bacterial experimental systems is the ease with which we can manipulate

these cells. Mutant strains of bacteria are constructed through a variety of strategies that
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allow us to edit the set of genes carried by bacteria. Two genetic techniques are used for

strain development in this thesis: (i) transformation and (ii) transduction.

Genetic transformation is the process of a host organism (bacteria) taking in extracellular

(or ‘exogenous’) DNA. Ultimately, one hopes that a gene or genes encoded by that DNA will

be expressed in the transformed cell. Exogenous DNA is received by the recipient cell from

its surroundings through the cell membrane; cells which are able to take in DNA across their

membranes are referred to as competent. Some bacteria are naturally competent, including

Acinetobacter baylyi , making them attractive backgrounds for genetic studies (See Chapter

4). However, most bacteria must be made competent through artificial means such as heat,

electric or chemical shock.

If the exogenous DNA is a linear fragment, it may be incorporated into the host chromo-

some by recombination (Fig. 1.3). We use this method in Chapter 4 to delete target genes

by inserting antibiotic resistance in their place. If the exogenous DNA is a plasmid (or loop

of DNA), the cell machinery replicates and segregates the plasmid so that it is passed on to

cell progeny. In Chapters 2 and 3, we use transformations in E. coli to introduce plasmids

expressing fluorescent proteins. When this fluorescence is localized, producing ‘foci’ or flu-

orescent light in the cell, it is used for the tracking of specific genetic loci in the cell (as in

Chapter 3). When fluorescence is diffuse throughout the cell (i.e. cytoplasmic fluorescence),

it can be used as an identification marker for the cell type (as in Chapter 2 of this thesis).

Transductions for the projects in this thesis were done using the P1 bacteriophage. This

phage infects a host cell and injects its DNA through the membrane. Enzymes expressed by

the injected DNA degrade the host chromosome into fragments; when progeny phages are

assembled inside the infected cell, they sometimes mistakenly package DNA fragments from

the host chromosome. The transducial phages (now carrying pieces the previously infected

host DNA) inject that DNA into a recipient cell. Now, the exogenous chromosomal genes

ejected by the phage will be incorporated into the recipient chromosome by recombination,

and progeny of the cell will carry this altered chromsome.

We use this method to delete genes from the E. coli genome; bacteriophages are produced
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Figure 1.3: DNA fragment transformation in bacteria. (1) Competent recipient, or
host, cells receive exogenous DNA fragment through their membrane. (2) Through recom-
bination, DNA fragments are incorporated into the host chromosome. The exogenous genes
may now be expressed by the cell to create new protein. This figure was produced by Pearson
Education Inc.
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to replace target recipient cell genes with antibiotic resistances. When the recipient cells are

then grown on the antibiotic, only those cells which received the deletion will grow, resulting

in an isolated strain possessing the desired deletion. This mutant can then be studied and

its phenotype characterized.

1.5 Microscopy and cytometry

In this thesis, the characterization of wild-type and mutant cell phenotypes was carried out

through microscopy and quantitative techniques. While imaging cells allows for qualitative

characterization, wide cell-to-cell variations in morphology and subcellular dynamics make

high-throughput techniques imperative for sifting the signal from the noise. Advancements

in microscopy and quantitative tools have allowed us to develop methods to sort through

thousands of cells, using the resulting range in cell phenotype as a feature in maximizing

experiment efficiency, while applying statistical techniques to ensure that we model the

‘typical’ dynamics and shapes, rather than the varied features of individual cells.

1.5.1 Brightfield microscopy

The basic morphology of a cell can be observed through phase-contrast, or brightfield, mi-

croscopy. In this technique, cells are illuminated with white light; waves passing through

the cells are refracted, causing all cell regions to appear in black [14, 15]. The result is

a grayscale photo, where the empty regions of the slide are bright and the cell areas are

seen as very dark. While this method does not provide any information about sub-cellular

structure, it allows for the characterization of cell shapes. As we will discuss in Chapters 2

and 4, quantitation of cell morphologies can provide powerful information about subcellular

components.

1.5.2 Fluorescence microscopy

For characterization of sub-cellular dynamics and structure, we use fluorescence microscopy.

Through the transformation of plasmids encoding fluorescent proteins, cells are inoculated
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Figure 1.4: Bacteriophage transduction in bacteria. (1) A phage attaches to the
outside of a host cell and injects its DNA through the membrane. (2) Enzymes are expressed
from the phage DNA, degrading the host chromosome into fragments. (3) As new phages
are synthesized, they package DNA fragments from their surrounding; in this way, host
genes are packaged into the phage. (4) The phages now carrying genes from both the
original phage and the host chromosome, inject DNA into a recipient cell. (5) The exogenous
chromosomal genes carried by ejected by the phage are introduced into the recipient cell by
recombination; progeny will possess this altered chromosome. This figure was produced by
Pearson Education Inc.
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with a special label which fluoresces when the cell is illuminated by a specific wavelength of

light [15]. When the fluorescent label is bound in some way to a particular protein or locus

in the cell, it produces distinct fluorescent spots, called ‘foci.’ In this thesis, I will provide

examples how the analyses of the dynamics of foci can elucidate the underlying structure

and dynamics in the cell.

1.5.3 Snapshot microscopy

Individual images of a microscope’s field of view (‘snapshots’) can often to be used for

efficient studies that do not depend on the time-dependent features of cells. In Chapter 2, I

will provide examples of how the wide cell-to-cell variations existent in unsynchronized cells

can allow ample information about cell identity to be extracted from only snap-shot images

of a mixed cell culture.

1.5.4 Timelapse microscopy

For most studies in this thesis, we required time-dependent information about cell shapes

(from brightfield microscopy, Chapters 2 and 4) and chromosomal locus dynamics (from

fluorescence microscopy, Chapters 2 and 3). This is achieved through the acquisition of a

series of images of the same field of view, taken at regular intervals, referred to here as

‘timelapse microscopy’. By splicing together information from each successive frame, we can

create movies of cell growth and locus motion, or extract time dependent localizations of

chromosomal loci, allowing for the characterization of full cell-cycle DNA dynamics.

1.5.5 SuperSegger segmentation tool

Whether approaching wide cell to cell variations as a valuable statistical tool or a obfuscating

challenge, it is important to gather information from a large sample size of cells. For the

efficient detection of cells and extraction of quantitative information about their character-

istics, we require a reliable, automated high-throughput image analysis tool. Supersegger is
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an image processing and cell segmentation tool designed by our lab to achieve this.

Supersegger, a MATLAB-based software publicly available from the Wiggins Lab website,

processes images through five main steps: (i) alignment, (ii) segmentation, (iii) linking, (iv)

creation of cell files and (v) image cytometry [1] (Fig. 1.5). In the first step, images of

the same field of view in successive frames are aligned to correct for slide drift. Next, a

watershed method is used to identify cell boundaries. A neural net is implemented to train

the software learn what a cell ‘should’ look like and correctly classify regions as cells. In the

linking step, SuperSegger links information about each cell from frame to frame, creating a

history of each individual cell over time. All information about cell lives and characteristics

is recorded in cell files (‘.mat’ files carrying individual cell information) and a summarized

list of all quantified cell characteristics called the ‘Clist’ (short for Cell list). In the fifth

step, the Clist is used for image cytometry and population analysis using the gateTool

software, which is a powerful tool that takes advantages of variations in cell populations for

the statistical analysis of cell behavior [16]. This process is described at length in Chapter 5

of this thesis.

1.6 Cell-to-cell variations as a ‘feature and a bug’ in quantitative cell biology

Variations within a living population are essential for their survival. In addition, due to

their small size, bacteria dynamics are subject to stochastic fluctuations, where small envi-

ronmental fluctuations can play a large role in sub-cellular dynamics. These variations in

cell shape and sub-cellular dynamics can therefore provide either a wealth of information, or

an obfuscating challenge. To use Paul Wiggins’ prolific phrase, these cell-to-cell variations

are both ‘a feature and a bug.’

1.6.1 Variations as a bug

A common challenge in any kind of experiment is noise. Some features of the information

collected from a study carry valuable information about the underlying mechanism (‘signal’);

other features reflect only stochastic fluctuations in a population (‘noise’). One of the greatest
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Figure 1.5: SuperSegger work-flow. The fluorescence and phase images are processed
and aligned. During segmentation the cell regions are identified from the background. Then
each cell region is linked to a corresponding cell region in the next frame and the cells receive
unique ID numbers. Next, the properties and fluorescence characteristics of each cell are
calculated. Finally, the program outputs three different types of outputs: Frame files, Clist
matrices and Cell files. This figure is from Stylianidou et. al. 2016 [1].
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problems in designing an experiment is determining how to isolate the signal from the noise,

to accurately portray the population-wide effects. One important way to achieve this is to to

make many measurements (large N). The error on the mean of a measurement is calculated

σN =
σ√
N
. (1.10)

To decrease the counting error in our biophysical studies, we require a large number of

measurements- this is why optimizing high-throughput techniques has been an important

piece of my graduate studies. The SuperSegger and gateTool software have therefore played

an important role in making these quantitative biology studies possible.

While taking a large number of measurements can be an exciting challenge on its own,

we also require a way to compare information from widely-varying cells. In the second

chapter of this thesis, I will explore this problem by considering a study of the chromosomal

organization in E. coli cells. Understanding the organization of the E. coli chromosome is an

important stepping stone for modeling how structure is managed by the cell; we hope that

understanding the dynamics of chromosomal motion will provide us with hints as to what

must be moving it. Furthermore, the mechanism guiding the segregation of the two well-

organized chromosomes in a pre-division parent into two daughter cells remains completely

uncharacterized. By studying the organization and dynamics of the E. coli chromosome, we

investigate an important question about the structure of bacterial DNA. Since chromosome

dynamics vary widely from cell to cell, this required us to explore techniques for comparing

bacterial chromosome dynamics across many widely-varying cells.

1.6.2 Variations as a feature

Although wide variations in the cellular shape and dynamics can act as a major challenge in

probing bacterial structure, variations across a population also provide us with a large bank

of information, which we can harness to improve our understanding of the population [17].

We learned in a Section 1.4 that measuring the responses of cells with differing phenotypes

in different growth conditions is an important technique used by biologists. By studying cells
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with slight phenotypical differences within the same population, we can quickly and easily

achieve this technique in a single experiment.

We will explore this perspective on cell-to-cell variations in the second and fourth chap-

ters of this thesis. First, in chapter two, we discuss the gateTool cytometry tool built for

SuperSegger, which facilitates the use of high-throughput analysis and gating techniques for

exactly these types of experiments. We then give examples of how the tool can be used to

partition datasets into smaller sub-sets for analysis or how variations in a single population

can be used to address prominent biological questions. Then, in chapter four, we introduce

a specific study of bacterial structure focused on mutant cell and colony morphologies. The

diversity of morphologies of bacteria is a fascinating aspect of cellular structure. But de-

spite the myriad morphologies exhibited even by different cells of the same bacteria, the

mechanisms driving morphogenesis and the evolution of bacterial morphology are not well

understood. By studying the effects of gene deletions in the pathway of cell wall synthesis,

we hope to see how different proteins contribute to varying cell morphologies.
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Chapter 2

HIGH-THROUGHPUT AUTOMATED ANALYSIS METHODS

Advances in automated fluorescence microscopy have made snap-shot and time-lapse

imaging of bacterial cells commonplace, yet fundamental challenges remain in analysis. The

vast quantity of data collected in high-throughput experiments requires a fast and reliable

automated method to analyze fluorescence intensity and localization, cell morphology and

proliferation as well as other descriptors. Inspired by effective yet tractable methods of

population-level analysis using flow cytometry, we have developed a framework and tools for

facilitating analogous analyses in image cytometry. These tools can both visualize and gate

(generate sub-populations) more than 70 cell descriptors, including cell size, age, fluorescence,

etc. The method is well suited to multi-well imaging, analysis of bacterial cultures with high

cell density (thousands of cells per frame), and complete cell cycle imaging. We give a brief

description of the analysis of four distinct applications to emphasize the broad applicability

of the tool.

2.1 Cell Sorting and Segmentation

Quantitative fluorescence imaging has become an important tool for the study of the bacterial

cell biology [18]. Most cellular processes, from chromosome segregation to replication, are

stochastic in nature and exhibit significant cell-to-cell variation [19, 20, 21]. This variation

makes the quantitative statistical analysis of a significant number of cells essential [20].

For many biological problems, flow cytometry offers a tractable and rapid approach for

the analysis of thousands of cells and offers powerful methods for sub-population analysis:

Cells are gated (or selected) by fluorescence or scattering intensity, or a combination of

intensities. Gating is used for both analytic applications (i.e. the determination of the
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relative abundance of a sub-populations or the removal of cell debris from the analysis) and

functional applications (i.e. Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting, FACS).

Although flow cytometry is fast and efficient, many important cell biology questions

demand an imaging approach where cellular ultrastructure can be characterized and the

cell cycle dynamics captured for individual cells. In contrast to flow cytometry, the use of

time-lapse imaging has the potential for complete cell cycle analysis and characterization of

cells. While it is tractable to capture time-lapse images of tens-to hundreds of-thousands of

cells with modern automated fluorescent microscopes, significant challenges remain in the

analysis of these data sets.

Cell segmentation and analysis packages have been developed for microscopy (e.g. [22, 23])

and include some automated tools for analysis of these large data sets, but they are not as

powerful and flexible as the tools commonly used in the analysis of flow cytometry data.

For instance, although some existing packages can generate histograms of cell descriptors

from segmented data, it is often necessary to define and analyze subpopulations of cells

(e.g. removal of cell debris or non-proliferating cells, etc). In Chapter 2 we describe a

powerful tool for sub-population analysis inspired by flow cytometry.

Our Clist (or Cell list) framework, and tool for data gating and visualization gateTool,

facilitate efficient capture and manipulation of image cytometry data, including the genera-

tion of sub-populations from over 70 pre-programmed cell descriptors and provide a flexible

framework for analyzing many cell biology problems. These descriptors include birth time,

division time, old pole age, long axis length, mean fluorescence intensity and cell area, as

well as the ability to add additional customized descriptors as required. We have recently

described a cell segmentation and analysis package for bacterial cells (SuperSegger) [1]; Su-

perSegger and the gateTool are designed to be part of the same complete package, but can

be used independently. That is, SuperSegger will automatically output segmented cell data

as a Clist for seamless input to the gateTool for analysis, but a custom user-constructed

Clist can also be used. In principle, the gateTool framework could be applied more broadly,

to classify objects and facilitate analysis in a wide range of image analysis applications.
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However, the SuperSegger software is designed specifically for the segmentation of bacteria

cells. We will discuss the gateTool in the context of bacterial cell analysis.

We have already used this method, without detailed description, in a number of papers

[24, 25, 19, 26, 4, 27, 20, 21, 1], and the software is available for download from the Wiggins

Lab website (http://mtshasta.phys.washington.edu/website/ssodownload.php). The

purpose of the current report is to describe the method and to demonstrate its potential.

Here, we first give a brief description of the tools used for sub-population analysis, then we

analyze a number of representative cell biology problems. In particular, we investigate a

number of common assumptions (e.g. cell length is a good proxy for cell age) and interesting

recent claims in the literature (e.g. aging in Escherichia coli), using the Clist tools to explore

the robustness of these observed phenomena.

2.2 Results and Discussion

A matrix-based summary of time-courses. Our segmentation suite SuperSegger pro-

vides three partially redundant outputs: (i) frames files which contain all the data from a

single time-point, (ii) cell files which contain all the data for a single cell for all time-points

and (iii) the Clist (or Cell list matrix) which is a matrix-structured summary of all cells and

all time-points [1]. This study focuses on analysis of the Clist matrix.

Due to the size of the typical processed data set, it is usually not practical to load the

entire data set into memory. The purpose of the Clist matrix is to load only the data

pertinent for population-level analyses. The schematic form of the matrix is shown in Table

2.1. Each row represents an individual cell tracked through the time-course and the columns

represent a subset of the > 70 cell descriptors.

SuperSegger assigns each cell a unique cell ID which is preserved throughout the time

course and is used as an identifier for subsequent analysis. The cell ID can been seen in the

first column of the Clist matrix (Table 2.1). The ID of mother and daughter cells is also

recorded (see columns 2-4 of the Clist matrix in Table 2.1).
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1 0 2 3 1 124 123 NaN 1.4 0.76 148.57 ...

2 1 4 5 125 163 38 NaN 2.6 0.81 143.15 ...

3 1 6 7 125 166 41 NaN 2.6 0.84 147.75 ...

4 2 8 9 164 202 38 NaN 2.5 0.82 150.63 ...

5 2 12 13 164 210 46 2 2.2 0.77 141.07 ...

6 3 14 15 167 214 47 2 2.2 0.82 139.83 ...

...
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...

...
...

...
...

...

Table 2.1: Clist data structure. A schematic picture of the Clist matrix. The matrix
columns represent cellular descriptors (one value per cell) and the rows correspond to indi-
vidual cells. At typical Clist generated from a single field of view can contain 5,000 cells,
each with >70 cellular descriptors.
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Cell cytometry and the Clist. SuperSegger performs a detailed characterization of the

cell at each time-point. A summary of this information is stored in the Clist matrix. It is

important to note that each element of the matrix is a single number (not time-dependent).

Although this makes sense for some descriptors (Cell ID, duration of the cell cycle, etc)

other cell descriptors change from frame-to-frame (e.g. cell length and fluorescence intensity).

For most frame dependent descriptors, the value at cell birth (or in some cases cell death)

is retained. For example, the length of a cell (Long axis) which grows throughout the

experiment is stored as two Clist variables: Long axis at birth and Long axis at death.

The Clist construction is easily customizable; addition to or removal of any cell characteristic

from the Clist requires editing only a single line of the SuperSegger software. The name of

each descriptor is also saved in the Clist. (See Section A.6 of the Appendix for details on

the included cell descriptors, and how to add your own cell descriptors.)

Cell birth and death. Although the Clist is most powerful when used in the context of

time-lapse complete cell cycle imaging, the matrix can still be computed for snapshot (or

short time-lapse) analysis. If there is only a single frame, birth and death descriptors are

identical. It is also important to note that the descriptions birth and death refer only to the

appearance (and disappearance) of cells from the analysis. All cells present in the first frame

are assigned frame one as their birth time, but new cells also appear due to cell division and

cell tracking errors. The last frame in which the cell is observed is defined as its death time.

Cell death could be the result of cell division (since new cells are assigned new IDs), the cell

drifting from the field-of-view, a cell tracking error, the experiment ending, etc. Note that

there are many equivalent strategies for ensuring that only new born cells that result from

cell division (not tracking errors, etc) contribute to an analysis, as will be described below.

Time-dependent Clist. For some applications, the retention of only birth and death cell

descriptors is too limiting. In addition to the standard Clist, we provide a second time-

dependent Clist, called Clist3D, which contains time-dependent descriptors for each frame,

each cell and a subset of the cell descriptors. The matrix contains Not-a-Number (NaNs)
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in frames where the cell does not exist. In general, the direct manipulation of the Clist3D

matrix is cumbersome although it is useful for some applications. One example is given in

the Length as a Proxy For Cell Age section of this chapter.

Visualization and analysis of data Once the Clist is constructed, we have efficient meth-

ods for visualizing and analyzing population-level characteristics. We streamline the data

analysis process using a function called gateTool. By passing keywords into this single

function, the user can extract data, and implement a number of population visualization

tools, including one and two dimensional histograms, kernel density estimates (KDEs; see

Appendix A.9 for details) (Fig. 2.2, Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4), and dot plots (Fig. 2.1A), etc. An

easy to use GUI version of the gateTool is also available (See Appendix A.7).

To complement the population-level visualization tools, we also include tools for the

analysis of fluorescence localization in single cells. Single Cell Towers, or mosaics, are time-

lapse images of a single cell, stacked in chronological order, with consistent pole orientation

(Fig. 2.3). In order to visualize fluorescence localization averaged over cell-to-cell variation,

we have also implemented Consensus Images, the mean cell cycle dependent fluorescence

localization pattern from sets of single cell towers, spatially scaled to the same cell length

and width (See: Fig. 2.3). A detailed description for the implementation of Single Cell

Towers and Consensus Images can be found in [20].

In addition, the gateTool will also compute basic statistics (mean, std, error, min and

max, population size, etc) on any cellular descriptor and the raw data can be exported as

matrices into MATLAB, as well as saved in csv and excel file formats.

Sub-population selection by gating. Tools for cell selection by image cytometry [28, 22]

allow users to classify cells, however we implement a more flexible system inspired by flow

cytometry to provide a robust tool for cell selection. In flow cytometry, a canonical method

for the identification of sub-populations of cells is the definition of a gate: a subset of

cell descriptors corresponding to a population of interest. Usually these gates are defined

by selecting an interval of a single descriptor which is often visualized on the descriptor
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histogram. For gating in two-dimensions, we implemented a polygon-based definition of the

gated region in the two-dimensional descriptor space, shown for the long and short axes in

Panels A and B of Fig. 2.1.

Although a single descriptor gate (selection) is straightforward to implement on a single

population in MATLAB or R without the use of gateTool, it is often necessary to gate in two

descriptor dimensions, or perform multiple sequential selections on two different populations.

These more complicated but routine manipulations are easily performed in gateTool. For

instance, the interactive tool for selecting gates is particularly powerful in two dimensional

where custom shapes are often the most convenient method for defining a population but

specifying the vertex coordinates numerically would be time consuming. E.g. see Fig. 2.1B.

Another key feature of gateTool is the ability to nest an arbitrary number of gates. Impor-

tantly, data that are gated out are retained in the Clist, but ignored in subsequent analysis.

After gating, we can choose to restore the complete un-gated dataset by simply empty the

gate. This facilitates the ability to divide data from a single Clist into sub-populations in

many different ways. This implementation also makes it straightforward to copy gates be-

tween Clists ; this is useful when we wish apply consistent constraints to two separate Clists

(i.e. Fig. 2.1)A and 2.1B.

Finally, the analysis can be applied simultaneously to any number of Clists, which can

be treated as replicate experiments where cells are pooled, or from distinct conditions where

the data are analyzed independently. For instance, we discuss an example below where the

analysis is performed simultaneously on Clists generated for 48 strains.

Comparison to existing packages. Although other packages allow for image analysis, and

some offer tools for sub-population selection, our gateTool method offers a more extensive

and flexible framework for cell analysis and sorting. For example, Oufti [23] stores data as a

“cell list” containing 18 cell descriptors for all cells in all frames, and the ability to “filter” cells

by a single cell descriptor at a time, from a list of five cell descriptors. In comparison, the

SuperSegger -generated Clist contains 70 cell descriptors and frame-independent structure
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Descriptor Mutual Information

M (bits)

Fluorescence 0.99

Long and Short 0.9

Eccentricity 0.8

Long 0.5

Short 0.5

Area 0.4

Table 2.2: Mutual Information by Cell Descriptor. We computed the mutual infor-
mation from morphological cell descriptors and mean cellular fluorescence. Fluorescence is
the most informative descriptor for sorting bacterial species; however the combination of
short and long axis information trails by less than 0.1 bit, serving as a suitable pair of cell
descriptors for sorting bacterial species.

offers users a more extensive quantitation of user data, in a more compact structure. In

addition, gateTool’s capabilities for two-dimensional gating from the set of 70 cell descriptors

greatly enhances the ability to perform novel analyses. Another package, MicrobeJ [22],

allows users to filter cells by using a cutoff value; although this does allow users to gate

out cells, the use of a single cutoff value limits the flexibility in sub-population selection.

Histograms can be generated, but there are no two-dimensional visualization (or gating)

options. Neither Oufti nor MicrobeJ offers users the ability to add their own customized

variables to the set of cell descriptors which can be analyzed. Our Clist and gateTool

offer users a novel image analysis tool for highly customized analysis with an easy-to-use

framework.

Removal of debris from analysis. In practice, it is difficult to prepare samples com-

pletely free from microscopic debris that can be mistakenly identified as cells during the

cell segmentation process. Although SuperSegger generates few false positive events for the

analysis of wild-type E. coli (False positive rate α < 0.01 [1]), some mutants, like minC, can
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long and short axes for the A. baylyi (blue) and E. coli (red) cells, imaged separately. Based
on this data, appropriate gates for A. baylyi and E. coli based on morphology are selected
(dotted). Panel B: A dot plot of long and short axes for the mixed A. baylyi and E. coli
cells, with the A. baylyi and E. coli gates from Panel A applied. Panel C: Histogram of
mean GFP fluorescence for known A. baylyi (solid blue) and E. coli (solid red) cells, as well
as mixed cells sorted as A. baylyi (dotted blue) and E. coli (dotted red). We find that the
fluorescence data for the mixed cells sorted by morphology closely match the fluorescence
data for the known populations. Panel D: Bright field and fluorescence images of a sample
field of view, with and without cell outlines determined by morphology and fluorescence
gates.
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significantly increase the amount of cell-like debris (e.g. [29]). Gating can therefore provide

an effective method for removing debris from the analysis.

Snapshot analysis.

In image-based cytometry of snap-shot images, we have used the following descriptors

to remove debris: (i) major axis length, (ii) minor axis length, (iii) area, (iv) phase gray

level, and (v) region score. The first three identifiers need little explanation and usually

offer sufficient discrimination without additional descriptors. Phase gray level can be quite

informative since isolated cells are phase dark. The region score is a proxy for the likelihood

of a region being a cell, generated automatically by SuperSegger using a machine learning

algorithm trained on test data sets. It combines information from many descriptors not

included in the Clist and can be an effective tool, provided that the cells of interest are

similar in morphology to the training set.

For time-lapse analysis. For the removal of debris from time-lapse analysis over complete

cell cycles, we usually use of the stat0 descriptor alone. stat0 is the cell tracking status

defined as follows:

stat0 Birth Div. Death Div. No Errors

0 7

1 3 7

1 3 3 7

2 3 3 3

For many analyses, restricting the analysis to cells for which a complete cell cycle is observed

(stat0= 2) makes additional gating unnecessary. ion time-lapse imaging of cells that do not

complete a full cell cycle, we have used a number of other methods for removing debris and

cells with segmentation errors in addition to the descriptors described for snap-shot analysis.

The descriptor error frame contains the frame number of the first error (or a NaN if there

is no error). Descriptors are also included for the maximum ( dL max) and minimum (dL

min) change in the cell length (major axis length) between frames over the course of the
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time-lapse experiment. These descriptors enable the detection of segmentation errors by

large changes in cell length. A useful descriptor for intermediate duration time-lapse is the

estimated rate of growth:

k ≡ (logLt+τ − logLt)/τ, (2.1)

where Lt is the cell length at time t and τ is the interval between frames.

Distinguishing cells in a mixed population. Although bacteria are single-celled organ-

isms, they interact and exhibit many forms of cooperative behavior [30]. To study these phe-

nomena, it is necessary to distinguish between the bacterial species. We have recently made

a quantitative characterization of T6SS-based contact-mediated cell killing in Pseudomonas

aeruginosa [25]. Like many previous studies, we introduced an exogenous fluorescent label

to differentiate between cells and used the observed cellular fluorescence (descriptor fluor

mean) to differentiate between T6SS± cells [25]. In our experience this is a good, although

not perfect, descriptor for distinguishing cells.

To measure the quality of fluorescence as a proxy for cell identity, we cultured wild-type

MG1655 E. coli and the same strain expressing GFP (expressed from plasmid pZA12-GFP),

then considered the mutual information of the cell fluorescence and various morphological

cell descriptors. The mutual information is a measure of how much two distributions depend

on one another; given the set of values for one variable, how well can you predict the set of

values for the second variable? For a mathematical explanation of the mutual information,

please see Appendix A.11. In the context of inference on the cell identify given an equal

number of GFP± cells, the average information content of the fluorescence intensity (i.e. the

mutual information) is:

M(GFP intensity, strain) = 0.99 bits, (2.2)

compared to one bit, which is the information required to unambiguously identify the cell.

This corresponds to an average information loss of just 0.01 per cell relative to perfect infor-

mation about cellular identity and this loss results from the small overlap in the fluorescence

intensities of GFP± cells.
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Distinguishing cells by morphology.

Although the use of cytoplasmic fluorescence to differentiate between strains is a canonical

method in cell biology, it is not always convenient. We decided to explore the possibility

of differentiating between bacterial cells based on cell morphology alone, rather than using

a fluorescence-based descriptor. To determine whether this approach would be feasible, we

considered a co-culture of Acinetobacter baylyi and Escherichia coli . When grown in liquid

minimal media, E. coli cells have a long, thin rod-like morphology (bacillus), while A. baylyi

are quite round in comparison (coccobacillus). We would therefore expect the eccentricity ε,

defined as the ratio of the major to minor axis length, to be a good proxy for cell identity.

In the context of inference on the cell identify given an equal number of A. baylyi and E. coli

cells, the average information content of the eccentricity (i.e. the mutual information) is:

M(ε, species) = 0.8 bits, (2.3)

compared to one bit, the information required to unambiguously identify the cell. This

information loss corresponds to an average information loss of 0.2 bit per cell relative to

perfect information about cellular identity. Again, this loss results from the small overlap

in the eccentricity of A. baylyi and E. coli cells. For these cells with ambiguous eccentricity,

the cell identify cannot be reliably determined.

The eccentricity is a convenient one dimensional measurement which combines infor-

mation about major and minor axis length; however, inference on cell identify using both

the major and minor axes length descriptors is more informative. The mutual information

between morphology (using both descriptors) and species is:

M(morphology, species) = 0.9 bits, (2.4)

roughly a 10% increase in information content over the eccentricity. Although the information

loss for cell morphology is greater than it is for fluorescence, the morphology may be sufficient.

Remember that for many applications, ambiguous cells can simply be removed by a judicious

choice of the gates. A table of the estimated mutual information for morphological and
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fluorescence cell descriptors is provided in Table 2.2. An example of morphology based

gating is shown in Panel B of Fig. 2.1.

Gating on fluorescence versus morphology. To demonstrate the process of gating with

gateTool, we create A. baylyi and E. coli sub-populations using either the fluorescence or

the morphology descriptor. We cultured (non-fluorescent) A. baylyi and E. coli (expressing

GFP) both (i) separately and (ii) mixed together, then collected snap-shot images of all

three cultures. Panel A of Fig. 2.1, shows the dot plot of the long and short axis lengths of

the individually grown E. coli and A. baylyi cells. Using this information about the cells of

known species, we created gates that can be used to sort the two species by morphologies.

In Panel B, those gates are applied to the dot plot of the mixed cells’ lengths, to predict

which cells are A. baylyi (blue gate) and which are E. coli (red gate). In Panel C, we provide

the histogram of fluorescence for the known A. baylyi and E. coli cells, as well as the “sorted”

mixed cells. We find that the predicted fluorescence distributions for both species closely

match their known fluorescence distributions.

Panel D of Fig. 2.1 displays the phase and fluorescence images of a sample field of view

containing A. baylyi and E. coli cells. Each of these images is accompanied by the same

image, with cell outlines of blue (A. baylyi) and red (E. coli), based on the chosen cell sorting

gates. Based on our training data and gates, we estimate the A. baylyi misclassification rate

as 1.3% and the unclassified rate as 2.9%. The E. coli misclassification rate is 6.0% and

unclassified rate is 5.3%. “Unclassifed” cells are those cells which were not sorted by any

gate. In general, a lower misclassification rate can be achieved by setting stricter gates, at

the cost of a higher unclassified rate.

Length as a proxy for cell age. In flow cytometry and snap-shot experiments (where

cell age information is unavailable) relative cell lengths are commonly used as a proxy for

cell age (e.g. [31, 32]). The natural cell-to-cell variation in cell length implies that it is an

imperfect proxy for cell age. To place cell-length dependent data in context, it is interesting

to determine how informative this data is with respect to true time-lapse imaging for deter-
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Variable Variable Mutual information Effective

1 2 M (bits) resolution: N

t L 0.8 1.8

τ L 0.5 1.5

τ λ 2.8 7.1

Table 2.3: Estimated Mutual information of cell length and age. We estimated the
mutual information of three combination of four variables: t is the age of the cell in minutes,
τ is age of the cell relative to the length of the cell cycle, L is the length of the cell is microns,
and λ ≡ log(L/L0)/ log(L/L1) is the log length, re-scaled by initial and final length. The
effective resolution is effective number of frames per cell cycle: N ≡ 2M .

mining the timing of cellular events. Again, it is useful to formulate this problem in terms

of mutual information, or the information content of cell length with respect to cell age. In

this case, we will compute the number of codewords, i.e. N ≈ 2M , which is comparable to

effective temporal resolution, in frames per cell cycle achieved by snapshot imaging.

To analyze the information content of cell length, we characterized wild-type MG1655

E. coli proliferation over two hours with one minute time resolution. A kernel density es-

timate showing cell age, conditioned on cell length, is shown in Fig. 2.2. It is immediately

clear from the plot that due to the significant variation in cell length, length will be an

uninformative predictor of cell age.

We computed the mutual information for three pairs of descriptors and the results are

shown in Table 2.3 (the additional conditional probability plots for these descriptor pairs

are provided in the Appendix Fig. A.13). The most relevant mutual information is between

cell length (L) which is observed and relative age τ , defined as the cell age relative to the

cell cycle duration. This mutual information is the smallest, a fraction of a bit per cell. The

effective temporal resolution is only ≈ 1.5 frames per cell cycle.

To demonstrate that the variation in both cell length and cell cycle duration are responsi-

ble for the low mutual information, we also computed mutual information for relative length
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and relative age, which is almost 3 bits and corresponds to an effective frame rate of 7 frames

per cell cycle. (The relative length cannot be determined in snapshot imaging.)

There are two important implications of this experiment: (i) cell-length based analysis

of cell cycle dynamics is a poor substitute for true time-lapse imaging since the significant

variation in both the duration of the cell cycle and the length of cells makes inference of

cell age from cell length uninformative. (ii) Although the typical information content of this

data is quite low, the sub-population of the shortest and the longest cells are still somewhat

informative implying that cell-length based analysis, while inefficient, is sufficient for some

problems.

Over-expression phenotypes. To demonstrate the analysis potential of the Clist and

gateTool in the context of a high-throughput time-lapse analysis, we analyzed data from a

near-complete library of fluorescent fusions. We had previously imaged the ASKA library

[33], a genome-scale, plasmid-based collection of inducible fluorescence fusions to genes of

E. coli [20] to characterize protein localization dynamics in a model bacterium. An interesting

potential feature of the ASKA library is the ability to characterize the effect of protein

expression on cell morphology, where protein expression is quantified via fluorescence. We

harness the natural variation in gene expression to generate a range of protein expression

levels [34, 35]. A natural test case are the genes ftsAZ whose gene products assemble to form

the z-ring, responsible for septation, but whose over expression results in a loss-of-function

phenotype: filamentation [36, 37].

For previous studies, our lab imaged all ASKA fusions displaying nondiffuse localization

[20, 27]. We re-analyzed the data from these high-throughput imaging experiments, which

included both the FtsZ and FtsA fusions. This is accomplished with a single command using

the gateTool. For compactness, we show data only from the 48 strains imaged with the

FtsZ and FstA strains, rather than from the roughly 800 strains imaged.

We computed the statistics on the cell length at death and ordered the 48 strains

by average length. (See Fig. 2.3A.) The ftsAZ strains (bolded in Fig. 2.3A) were longest
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Figure 2.3: Over-expression phenotypes. Panel A: KDE of cell length (at death) for 48
strains (including ftsZA fusion strains) and statistics: minimum to maximum (dotted), mean
(circle) and standard deviation (solid line). Genes labeled as NA are currently not annotated
genes in MG1655. Strains are ordered by mean length. Panel B: Analysis of high (+) and
low (−) expression sub-populations of four strains. High-expression sub-populations of FtsA
and FtsZ have long length. Panel C: Single cell tower and consensus images for FtsZ high
and low expression sub-populations. The consensus image for the + sub-population shows
a cloud around midcell, reflecting the averaging of tower images of z-rings with aberrant
localization. Arrows have been included to point out the various clouds of higher intensity,
localized away from cell center, resulting from misplaced z-rings in many cells.

of the 48 strains. We then constructed two sub-populations: protein expression level above

(+) and below (−) the mean expression level, as measured by mean fluorescence intensity.

The distributions of cell lengths are shown for ftsZ, ftsA, araC, and araD fusion strains.

(The strains araCD are included as a control.) Although all strains had longer length in the

(+) populations, the ftsAZ strains show a pronounced increase in the number of long cells

relative to the (−) population, exactly as predicted. (See Fig. 2.3B.) The mechanism for

cell filamentation is clear from the consensus images: The (−) population shows a precisely

localized z-ring forming at midcell, whereas the (+) population shows a cloud of intensity
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from z-rings with aberrant localization. (See Fig. 2.3C.)

Determinants of growth rate. F. Taddei and coworkers have recently proposed a mecha-

nism for aging in cells which divide symmetrically[38], based on the definition of a pole age.

Pole age is defined as the number of divisions since the pole was created by septation [38].

For instance, a single progenitor cell is shown in Panel A, Fig. 2.4 with poles of unknown age.

After two rounds of division, there are four progeny, including two new daughters (old pole

age 2) and two old daughters (old pole age greater than 2). Taddei and coworkers tracked

cell proliferation on an agarose pad by microscopy and, intriguingly, reported that old cells

grow more slowly than new cells, consistent with existence of an aging mechanism in E. coli .

However, in subsequent work using a microfluidic chamber that retained the cells with the

oldest poles (mother machine), S. Jun, Taddei and coworkers reported a constant growth

rate of cells as a function of pole age [39]. Although the authors were careful to note that

these new results were not explicitly in conflict with the previous report, they suggest that

E. coli growth rate and the aging phenomenology may be more subtle than initially proposed

[40].

It is important to note that the reported reduction in growth rate is very small (approx-

imately 7%) and therefore the analysis of the aging phenomena necessitates the characteri-

zation of a significant number of cells and is therefore a natural application of the gateTool.

Due to the small size of the reported change in the growth rate, many subtle mechanisms

could contribute. We reconstituted the proliferation experiment using wild-type MG1655

E. coli , without the exogenous YFP protein which is highly transcribed from a phage pro-

moter and therefore has the potential to generate replication conflicts [41], and without

the potential of DNA damage due to phototoxicity from fluorescence excitation [42]. Both

changes were possible since our cell segmentation (SuperSegger) is generated from phase

contrast images rather than from fluorescence images so YFP and fluorescence imaging are

not required for our experiment and analysis.

To characterize the cell proliferation, we inoculated single log-phase cells from liquid
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Figure 2.4: Effect of cell growth characteristics on cell age. Panel A-C: A sample
field of view of a colony growing from a single progenitor cell, shown at t = 0, 60 and 300
minutes. The color of each cell outline indicates the old pole age: two (blue), greater than
two (green), or inherited from progenitor/unknown (red). The lines are dashed (or solid) to
represent cells at the edge (or inside) of the colony at birth. Panel D: A sample lineage tree
from a single progenitor cell. The length of each line gives the age of the cell. The color and
style of the lines again indicate the old pole age and position of the cell within the colony.
Panel E: We compare the mean cell age for six different conditions of cell growth: (i) on the
edge of a colony, (ii) on the inside of a colony (iii) inheriting the oldest poles (iv) inheriting
the most new poles (v) longest at birth, and (vi) shortest at birth. Each cell descriptor is
gated into three groups: low (−), medium, and high (+). It is clear from this figure that
the mean cell cycle duration (or cell age) and standard error on the mean are consistent,
independent of pole age.
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media onto agarose pads and imaged individual cells with one minute time resolution for

300 minutes. The images were then segmented and a small number of segmentation errors

were corrected by hand such that we had 50 cells tracked through six complete generations

without errors [1]. Images from a typical single-cell proliferation experiment are show in

Panels A-C in Fig. 2.4.

We investigated a number of hypothetical determinants of cell growth rate that could

be measured by microscopy: cell length at birth, position in the colony, pole age and phase

brightness. (Phase brightness is included as a control and it not expected to be a determinant

of cell growth rate.) Since growth on agarose pads is not rigorously steady-state log growth,

we analyzed only cells in the sixth generation. To analyze the role of cell length at birth

we gated the cells into two sub-populations short and long, corresponding to cells shorter or

longer at birth than the mean cell length at birth. To analyze the role of colony position

at birth, we gated the cells into two sub-populations outside and inside, corresponding to

cells that contact the boundary of the colony versus cell that do not contact the boundary

respectively. (Inside (outside) cells are shown with solid (dashed) outlines in Panels A-C in

Fig. 2.4.) Finally we considered old and new cells, as defined above. Old (green), new (blue)

and cell with the progenitor pole (red) are shown in Panel A-C in Fig. 2.4. A lineage tree of

the cells shown in Fig. 2.4A-C is provided in Panel D. In this tree, the length of each vertical

line on the lineage tree is the length of a cell’s complete cell cycle; once the cell divides, a

vertical line is drawn for each of its two daughters. Again, the color and style of the vertical

line is chosen according to old pole age and position within the colony.

The KDEs, the error on the mean and standard deviation for the growth rates of the

gated sub-populations are shown in Panel E of Fig. 2.4. (The p-values for the (+) and (−)

sub-populations of each cell descriptor are provided in Table A.8 in the Appendix.) This

sub-population analysis revealed that cell length at birth and number of old poles are notably

the best predictors of cell cycle duration of the four determinants we investigated, with the

difference in colony position and phase brightness being statistically insignificant. In this

context, the “oldest” cells are those cells with the most old poles (five or six generations
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of old poles) in their lineage; the middle and smallest group contain cells with two to four

(middle) and zero or one (-) old poles in their lineage. Note that although both cell length

and number of old poles have a similar sized effect on growth rate (7%), the correlation

between cell length and number of old poles is weak. Our results recapitulating the lower

growth rate of cells with older poles are consistent with the original reports of F. Taddei and

coworkers [38]. On the other hand, the statistical significance of other factors, like cell length

at birth, suggest that there may be many determinants of cell growth rate with comparable

statistical significance.

2.3 Materials and Methods

The analysis for this work was applied to data taken from a variety of new and previous

studies. Data for the “Over-expression Phenotypes” and “Length as a proxy for cell age”

experiments were initially collected for previous studies (respectively, [20, 27] and [21]. For a

complete list of strains and imaging procedures used in this work, see the Appendix Section

A.8 and Table A.7.

All imaging was conducted using a Nikon Ti-E inverted wide-field fluorescence micro-

scope with a large format sCMOS camera (Andor NEO) and controlled by NIS-Elements.

Image processing and analysis was completed using SuperSegger custom MATLAB (Natick,

MA) software [1]. This software is available for download from the Wiggins Lab website

(http://mtshasta.phys.washington.edu/website/ssodownload.php). For complete in-

formation about the download and manual for SuperSegger, please see Appendix Section

A.4.
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Chapter 3

DYNAMICS OF THE E. COLI CHROMOSOME

The structure of the Escherichia coli chromosome is inherently dynamic over the duration

of the cell cycle. Genetic loci undergo both stochastic motion around their initial positions

and directed motion to opposite poles of the rod-shaped cell during segregation. We devel-

oped a quantitative method to characterize cell-cycle dynamics of the E. coli chromosome to

probe the chromosomal steady-state mobility and segregation process. By tracking fluores-

cently labeled chromosomal loci in thousands of cells throughout the entire cell cycle, our

method allows for the statistical analysis of locus position and motion, the step-size distribu-

tion for movement during segregation, and the locus drift velocity. The robust statistics of

our detailed analysis of the wild-type E. coli nucleoid allow us to observe loci moving toward

midcell before segregation occurs, consistent with a replication factory model. Then, as seg-

regation initiates, we perform a detailed characterization of the average segregation velocity

of loci. Contrary to origin-centric models of segregation, which predict distinct dynamics

for oriC -proximal versus oriC -distal loci, we find that the dynamics of loci were universal

and independent of genetic position. This work was produced in collaboration with N.J.

Kuwada, B. Traxler and P.A. Wiggins. Much of the contents of this chapter is published in

Biophysical Journal ([21]).

3.1 Bacterial Chromosome Organization and Dynamics

Efficient and timely segregation of the chromosome is essential to bacterial cell proliferation.

Although a segregation mechanism in Bacillus subtilis and Caulobacter crescentus has been

extensively characterized, Escherichia coli is of particular interest due both to its historical

role as a model bacterial system and the absence of homologues of the the well-established
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partitioning genes parAB. The mechanisms responsible for DNA segregation in E. coli have

not yet been identified.

E. coli possess a single, circular chromosome that is condensed into a nucleic acid and

protein complex called the nucleoid [43]. Chromosome replication is initiated near midcell at

the origin of replication (oriC ) and proceeds bidirectionally around the chromosome [44, 45].

Before replicated sister loci can segregate, a brief “cohesion” period occurs, with intercate-

nation linkages holding the sister chromosomes together [46, 47, 48]. These linkages are

protected by a sequestering protein, SeqA, which prevents Topoisomerase IV from remov-

ing linkages [48]. Following cohesion, sister loci are segregated sequentially [49, 50]. The

underlying dynamics for the critical process of moving the replicated DNA remains poorly

characterized and mechanisms responsible unknown [51, 19].

In order to understand the mechanisms for chromosome dynamics in this model organ-

ism, it is important to accurately characterize the spatial organization of its chromosome.

However, there have been conflicting reports about the sub-cellular localization of loci in the

E. coli nucleoid. Currently, one point of contention is the relative positioning of the left and

right arms of the chromosome to oriC . In a left-right filament model of nucleoid structure,

oriC begins at midcell, and each arm of the chromosome extends towards one of the cell

poles (See Figure 3.1A). This model is supported by live-cell snap-shot imaging using either

the Fluorescent Repressor-Operator System (FROS) or the ParB-parS system [52, 53, 54].

Our own live-cell quantitative characterization of the nucleoid in the model strain AB1157

showed that the left-right linear structure was maintained with a very high level of precision

and that just 10% of chromosome (the ter region) was de-condensed and stretched between

the left and the right poles of the nucleoid [24]. On-the-other-hand, analysis of MG1655 was

consistent with a domain-based organization consisting of four structured macrodomains

(ori, left, right and ter) and two unstructured regions [55]. Although these results were

qualitatively consistent with the left-right filament structure, it was difficult to reconcile a

ter macrodomain in MG1655 with the observation that it was decondensed in AB1157.

In another ori-ter filament model of nucleoid arrangement, oriC is positioned either at
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the old pole or midcell, with the left and right arms of the chromosome folded together

forming an ori-ter filament filament extending towards the new pole side of the cell (Figure

3.1B). This arrangement has been observed in a study characterizing E. coli in rapid growth

[31]. Further complicating our current understanding of E. coli nucleoid arrangement, initial

investigations of nucleoid structure using Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization (FISH) in fixed

cells showed both the above-described arrangements successively. Early in the segregation

process, oriC is positioned at the pole with the left and right arms of the chromosome folded

together, forming an ori -ter filament [56, 57, 58] (as in the first frame of Figure 3.1B, but

with oriC at the old pole). Then, later in the segregation process, oriC moves to midcell

with the left and right arms on opposite sides of the origin, forming an left-right filament

[56, 59] (as in the final frame of Figure 3.1A).

It is helpful to consider these inconsistencies in the larger context of bacterial chromo-

some organization by comparing the nucleoid structure E. coli to other model bacteria. As

in E. coli , reports of Bacillus subtilis have suggested a variety of organizational patterns, in-

cluding ori -ter [60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 11] or left-right arrangement [65, 66], as well as alternation

between the two [67]. Reports in Caulobacter crescentus and Vibrio cholerae have been more

straightforward, with both bacteria possessing ori -ter chromosome arrangement [49, 68, 69].

Furthermore, the segregation mechanisms present in these bacteria have been identified and

extensively characterized; both C. crescentus and V. cholerae possess the well-known active

partitioning ParAB proteins [70, 71, 72, 73, 74], while the homologous Spo0J-Soj system

acts as the segregating mechanism in B. subtilis [75, 76]. With no homologous system yet

discovered in E. coli , the mechanisms responsible for segregation in this model bacterium

remain unknown.

It is possible that conflicting models in E. coli are the consequence of the failure to

account for the cell-cycle dynamics of the nucleoid structure. In our study, we set out to

address these unresolved issues by imaging cells over the entire cell cycle to capture the

cell cycle dependent structure directly, instead of relying on cell length as a proxy for cell

age. While many previous studies have made contributions to the effort of resolving nucleoid
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arrangement inconsistencies, they are largely focused on short time scales (e.g. [77, 78, 79, 80])

and are therefore not suited to study the segregation processes which plays out on the time

scale of the cell cycle. Those studies that have captured trajectories throughout the cell cycle

analyze relatively few trajectories [81, 77, 82]. The capture and analysis of a large number

of trajectories is of central importance. We have previously reported on a detailed study of

the dynamics of oriC throughout the cell cycle in which we reported that locus segregation

is achieved by loci undergoing weakly-biased stochastic motion [19]. To detect the weak bias

in the motion, the motion must be averaged over many of trajectories in order to average

out the stochastic motion.

In this study, we use quantitative methods and robust statistics to further probe the segre-

gation dynamics of the entire chromosome. This effort to describe the cell-cycle dynamics of

individual loci is achieved through four distinct steps: (i) to establish a detailed, quantitative

and dynamic model for nucleoid structure throughout the cell cycle in the wildtype strain

MG1655, (ii) to determine, analyze and compare the step-size distributions for oriC and

other loci, (iii) to characterize the relationship between genomic position and the motional

bias (or drift velocity) just after the initialization of segregation to probe the uniqueness of

oriC dynamics, and (iv) to analyze these dynamics in a seqA deletion in order to perturb

the segregation process at an early stage.

3.2 Materials and Methods

Strains and Growth Conditions Single chromosomal loci were fluorescently labeled using

a ParB-parS system. These strains were constructed from an MG1655 background with parS -

CmR cassettes inserted at different intergenic loci (Figure 3.2A) [77]. A full list of these insert

locations is provided in Table A.1 of the Appendix. The IPTG-inducible ampicillin-resistant

plasmid pALA2705 encoding the fusion GFP-ParB [50] was transformed into these strains

for fluorescent imaging of loci. For full-nucleoid imaging, an IPTG-inducible ampicillin-

resistant plasmid harboring a Fis-GFP fusion [83] was transformed into MG1655. For a 1
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(A) !$# (B) !$#

Figure 3.1: Cellular-scale models for chromosome structure.Schematic models of the
nucleoid with a (A) left-right filament structure and (B) ori-ter filament structure. The left
(right) arm of the chromosome is green (orange). oriC is shown in red and ter is in purple.
From top to bottom, the cells in each stack represent chromosome structure at cell birth,
during chromosome replication, and before division.

hr cell cycle, cells were grown in M9 minimal media supplemented with 0.2% glycerol as

the carbon source and 0.2% casamino acids, 10 µg/mL Thiamine hydrochloride and 100

µg/mL Ampicillin. All experiments were performed in this media unless otherwise specified.

For slow growth (2 hr cell cycle), casamino acids were replaced by 100 µg/ml of Arginine,

Histidine, Leucine, Threonine and Proline. For locus imaging, overnight liquid cultures were

diluted into fresh media and grown to OD600 ∼ 0.1− 0.2 at 30 °C. Cells were induced for 30

minutes at 30 degrees C, with 0.5 mM IPTG. For nucleoid imaging, overnight liquid cultures

were diluted into fresh media and cultured for at least three doubling times before cells were

induced. ParB-GFP was induced with 1 mM IPTG for 30 minutes at 30 degrees C, then

harvested, and inoculated onto agarose pads for imaging.

Sample Preparation and Microscopy. Slides were prepared by pouring 1 mL growth

media mixed with 0.2% LM-agarose (Cat. no. 16520-020) into 1.5 cm square wells. 2 µL of

induced cells are spotted onto the pads and then covered with a coverslip and sealed using

VaLP (1:1:1 vaseline, lanolin and paraffin). To minimize drift slides were allowed to rest 1

hour at 30 degrees C prior to imaging. Imaging was completed using a Nikon Ti-E inverted

wide-field fluorescence microscope with a large format sCMOS camera (Andor NEO) and
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controlled by NIS-Elements. Samples were kept at 30 degrees C throughout the imaging

process using an environmental chamber. The total imaging time for each slide was 4

hours, with an imaging frame rate of 1 frame per min. For each frame, both brightfield and

fluorescent image were captured. Image processing and analysis was completed using custom

MATLAB (Natick, MA) software [19].

3.3 Results

Complete Cell-Cycle Imaging. To observe locus positioning within growing cells, we

labeled loci with the widely used ParB-parS system [77]. Seven strains were constructed

in total, each with an exogenous parS inserted at a unique intergenic chromosomal locus.

These insertions were found to have no measurable effects on cell growth or morphology (Fig.

2.1), with cells doubling every 50 minutes. Chromosome structure was imaged using wide-

field fluorescence microscopy at 1 minute intervals for 4 hours, allowing us to capture the

dynamics of fluorescently labeled loci throughout the entire cell cycle in thousands of cells

over multiple generations. Locus dynamics are visualized in kymographs (Fig. 3.2B) which

display long-axis locus dynamics as a function of time. At each time point, the brightfield

image of the cell is used to identify the cell boundaries, and the position of the fluorescently-

labeled chromosomal loci along the long-axis of the cell is determined by fitting a Gaussian

point spread function. The kymograph is thus the trajectory of the chromosomal locus

through time, with long axis position of the locus along the y-axis of the kymograph and

time from cell birth along the x-axis.

One significant concern regarding all live-cell DNA labeling methods is the introduc-

tion of exogenous cohesion between the sister chromosomes due to the labeling system [84].

Complete-cell-cycle imaging facilitates a detailed analysis of the duration of the cell cycle

and the lengths of new born and dividing cells. Analysis of these distributions reveal that

the induction of the labeling system does not significantly perturb the cell cycle, as would

be predicted if there were significant cohesion induced by the labeling system. (See Fig. 2.1)
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Figure 3.2: Trajectory Alignment. (A) Chromosome map of all labeled genetic loci and
sample cell to visualize normalization of positions to cell length units L. X = 0 indicates
midcell, and X > 0 (X < 0 ) represents the old (new) pole sides of the cell. (B) An example
kymograph. To produce kymographs, cell images were projected along the long axis of the
cell and aligned sequentially at midcell. Gray regions indicate cell boundaries determined by
the bright field image. Red pixels indicate a fluorescent signal. (C) Three sample fluorescent
tracks from oriC kymographs in physical coordinates display the high level of cell-to-cell
variation in localization dynamics. (D) Tracks from (C) are normalized to cell length at
each point in time, oriented by cell pole, synchronized by splitting times, and overlaid. This
method, when repeated with thousands of tracks, can then be used in order to generate a
3D histogram of locus positioning throughout the cell cycle.
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Locus trajectory alignment. Figure 3.2C demonstrates that there is significant cell-to-

cell variation in the length of the cell cycle, cell morphology, and the timing of replication

initiation. Therefore, in order to statistically analyze data from many independent cells, we

required a consistent and tractable method to combine locus trajectories from thousands of

cells. To achieve this goal, we determine the long axis displacement of each locus from the

cell center Xi at each time point i as a fraction of cell length Li to generate the relative long

axis position Xi/Li (Fig. 3.2A), and (ii) temporally align each trajectory by its split time, i.e.

the time in which newly replicated chromosomal loci copies become visually distinct prior to

segregation (Fig. 3.2D). As trajectories are calculated from projections along a single axis,

we also have to choose a consistent coordinate system to orient the long-axis of the cell.

Since we observe the entire cell cycle, we can orient the cells either by the orientations of

the new pole (polar orientation) or by the average position of the locus at the end of the cell

cycle (genomic orientation), as described in Section A.2 of the Appendix.

Locus occupancy dynamics. To visualize the typical cell-cycle dynamics of loci, we plot

the locus occupancy as function of relative cellular position and time relative to the locus

splitting time. The locus occupancy is a two-dimensional histogram of locus position with

long-axis locus position on the y-axis and time on the x-axis. We have generated histograms

both for polar and genomic orientation. The polar-oriented occupancy for four different loci

is shown in Figure 3.3. The mean trajectory for each locus is shown as a solid black line.

Consistent with the canonical model of locus positioning in slow growing cells [85], the

oriC locus begins the cell cycle at midcell and moves to the quarter cell positions over the

period of roughly ten minutes. oriC then remains at the quarter cell positions for the rest of

the cell cycle. Also consistent with the filament model [19, 24], a majority of the chromosome

appears well positioned about a mean position, with the exception of ter -proximal loci, which

display a wide distribution of locus positions. For example, the ter -proximal locus ter1 shows

a wide localization distribution throughout the new pole side of the cell prior to splitting as

previously reported [24], although the locus appears to localize to midcell prior to splitting.
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This behavior for ter1 has been observed previously [86]. We, however, observe a more broad

pattern of this behavior; consistent with the ter1 and R3 locus occupancies, regardless of

pre-split localization, all loci appear to split in close spatial proximity to midcell with high

fidelity (See Fig. 3.4C). In the canonical model of E. coli replication, the fork moves with the

chromosome, and therefore loci would be expected to initiate segregation from their home

position. In contrast with this model, all loci move towards midcell before splitting.

But the ter1 locus occupancy also shows a very significant quantitative differences with

the quantitative map of nucleoid structure in AB1157 that we previously reported [24]. In

MG1655, R3 is localized at roughly the new-pole quarter-cell position early in the cell cycle.

The left-right filament model predicts that this histogram should show peaks at both the

new and old-pole quarter-cell positions. Orienting the chromosome by genomic orientation

is also consistent with R3 localizing to the new pole position.

The dynamics of mean locus position. To compare the dynamics of loci it is convenient

to compute the mean locus position during the cell cycle. (Note that this perspective is

less meaningful for ter -proximal loci since the mean is not representative of the typical

locus position as can be seen from the locus occupancy of ter1 shown in Figure 3.3.) We

compute the mean using both genomic and polar-orientations as described in section A.2 in

the Appendix. These trajectories are plotted in Figure 3.4 as a function of the cell-cycle age,

relative to the oriC split time.

As described previously, oriC is initially positioned at midcell prior to splitting, and then

moves to the quarter-cell positions following splitting. The data has excellent sampling, and

the mean can be seen to transition smoothly between midcell and the quarter cell position

with no obvious features.

But for non-oriC -proximal loci, the polar-orientation mean trajectories reveals a structure

consistent with the structure implied by the positioning of R3: The ori -ter filament structure

appears to be predominant in MG1655. Since all loci are localized closer to midcell on

average than the origin after segregation initiates at t = 0 min, the ori -ter filament structure
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Figure 3.3: Trajectory Histograms. Histograms of synchronized trajectories (see Figure
1D) throughout the cell cycle for several chromosomal loci. Tracks are oriented with X > 0
indicating the old pole side of the cell and X < 0 indicating the new pole. The locus label
and number of cells contributing to each histogram are as follows: (A) oriC , N = 3528 (B)
L2, N = 2254 (C) R3, N = 1416 (D) ter1, N = 406. Histograms for all seven loci are included
in Figure A.2 in the Appendix.
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(i.e. Fig. 3.1B) is predominate over the left-right filament structure (i.e. Fig. 3.1A) . These

observation are consistent with the structure that has been reported for rapidly proliferating

cells [31].

To test whether the observed ori -ter filament structure was an artifact of the GFP-

ParB labeling system conferred by sister cohesion, we repeated the experiment using the

strain AB1157 under slow growth conditions. This strain has a left-right filament structure

(e.g. [24]). As shown in Figure A.3, the right arm of the chromosome is not oriented with

respect to the new pole in AB1157, even when labeled using the ParB-parS system under

analogous imaging conditions. Therefore, ParB-parS does not appear to result in new pole

localization in complete-cell-cycle imaging experiments.

These observations are not wholly unexpected since both Niki et al. [56] and Bates and

Kleckner [59] reported similar patterns in fixed cells where the chromosome is oriented in

ori -ter configuration for a significant fraction of the cell cycle. Furthermore, this appears to

be the dominant structure in rapidly proliferating cells [31].

Dynamics of the nucleoid density. The mean locus position and the occupancy also

imply that on average the loci are all much closer to midcell than observed in AB1157 [24].

To confirm that this more-condensed nucleoid was not an artifact of locus labeling or analysis,

we directly imaged the nucleoid using a Fis-GFP fusion [83].

The Fis-GFP fusion non-specifically coats the nucleoid without affecting cell growth,

allowing us to visualize in vivo DNA localization throughout the cell cycle. As in the locus

tracking experiments, this cell-cycle imaging offers us the ability to orient cells by pole age.

Example snapshots of labeled nucleoids in individual cells at different points in their life

cycle are shown in Fig. 3.5A. These images show a clear asymmetry in DNA positioning,

with a strong bias towards the single new pole at the beginning of the cell cycle and towards

the cell center (which will become the two new poles) near the end of the cell cycle. In order

to get an average nucleoid shape distribution throughout the cell cycle, we build a consensus

localization pattern, as described in the Ref [20].
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Figure 3.4: Mean Locus Position Trajectories and Histogram of Split Positions.
Mean locus trajectories aligned by split time oriented using polar (A) and genomic orientation
(B). The observation that all loci lie inside oriC demonstrates the predominance of the ori -
ter nucleoid orientation. Loci are also observed to move toward midcell shortly before the
initiation of segregation. The tight spacing of the mean trajectory curves demonstrates that
the nucleoid configuration is much more compact than observed in AB1157. The noisiness
of the mean trajectory at long and short times is due to the small number of cells with cells
cycles significantly exceeding 1 hr. (Error regions show the error in the mean assuming all
observations are uncorrelated.) (Note that the mean is less meaningful for ter -proximal loci,
as their positioning before and after the split is less precise, as can be seen from the locus
occupancy of ter1 shown in Figure 3.3.) (C) Histogram of splitting locations for all loci in
all cells when trajectories are aligned by pole orientation (as in (A)) . Regardless of genetic
location or locus long-axis positioning at cell birth, all seven loci split near midcell with high
fidelity.
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X/

Figure 3.5: Whole-nucleoid imaging. (A) Fis-GFP labeled nucleoids in single cells. Ar-
rows indicate the new pole (or future new poles) of cells. (B) Consensus localization image
of labeled nucleoids from 230 complete cell cycles shows a compact nucleoid asymmetrically
distributed towards the new cell pole. (C) Mean DNA density in the first frame of the cell
cycle oriented by cell pole (right side, negative).

We observe that the consensus localization pattern is consistent with our model: the

regions of highest chromosomal concentration fill no more than 50% of the cell length at all

points in the cell cycle, and tend to be localized asymmetrically towards the new-pole at cell

birth ( Fig. 3.5C) and therefore we find the overall nucleoid conformation to be significantly

more compact in MG1655 than we previously observed in AB1157 [24].

Step-size distributions. Both the locus occupancy distributions and the mean locus po-

sition trajectories provide insight into the global dynamics of segregation, but the step-size

distribution provides that most direct probe of how the locus motion is perturbed on a local

level during the segregation process. The step size is defined:

xi = Xi+1 −Xi, (3.1)
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Figure 3.6: Step-size distributions. (A) The step-size distribution is the probability of
observing a step size of a lag time of one minute. The width of the distribution characterizes
the stochasticity of the motion whereas the mean step-size characterizes the directedness of
the motion. The initiation of segregation results in a weak bias of the stochastic motion in
the direct of average motion. The motion of oriC transitions between unbiased motion (red)
to weakly biased motion (green), as seen by the shift in the distribution. The oriC (green)
and L2 (blue) show essentially identical stepsize distributions during the first ten minutes
of motion. (Error regions show expected counting error.) (B) Time-dependent histogram of
oriC step-sizes. Aside from an increased spread in step sizes at the time of locus splitting
(t=0), the distribution in step size is quite homogeneous for the times before and after the
split, with a zero bias and consistent spread prior to the split and a similar spread but small
positive bias after the split.
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where Xj is the locus position in frame j and the time interval between frames is one minute.

The null hypothesis for the step-size distribution is a normal or Gaussian distribution,

with probability distribution function:

p(x|µ, σ) = 1√
2πσ2

exp
(
− (x−µ)2

2σ2

)
, (3.2)

where µ is the mean (which we will refer to as the bias) and σ is the standard deviation,

that is directly related to the mobility of the locus. The Gaussian distribution emerges in

quite generic circumstances, even if the underlying dynamics is not diffusive and the cell

(i.e. media) in which the loci (i.e. particles) are diffusing is disordered (e.g. [87]).

A number of the existing models of chromosome structure make predictions that are most

naturally quantified via analysis of the step-size distribution. For instance, Kleckner and

coworkers have proposed that large displacements, which are observed during the segregation

process, correspond to a large-scale structural rearrangement of the chromosome due to the

unsnapping of structural elements, referred to as chromosome snaps [88]. Our own analysis

of the motion of oriC in the model strain AB1157 did identify large steps [19, 80], but we

could not reject the null hypothesis that large steps were a generic feature of chromosome

loci, irrespective of whether loci were undergoing segregation or stay-at-home motion [19, 89].

Since AB1157 has a significant number of mutations which could inactivate some segregation

mechanisms, it was therefore interesting to repeat our analysis in wildtype cells (MG1655)

[90].

To compare step-size distributions between strains and phases of the cell cycle, we use

the KL Divergence, a natural measure of the difference between two distributions p and q

[91, 92]:

K ≡
∫

dx p(x) log p(x)
q(x)

. (3.3)

The divergence is interpreted as the information loss of modeling true distribution p with

model q1. We will interpret the divergence as the distance between distributions. For identi-

1Note that the frequentist statistical test for whether two distributions are identical is the Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test. This is not the question of interest. Our interest is measuring the difference between many
distributions that are statistically distinct.
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cal distributions, K is identically zero otherwise K > 0. The magnitude of K is interpreted

as follows: The number of observations before information loss is significant is N ≈ K−1.

Our analysis of the step-size distributions in MG1655 were consistent with our previous

observations of oriC in AB1157 [19]. As previously reported, we observe that the step-size

distribution has fat-tails: The number of large magnitude steps is greater than predicted by

diffusion (a Gaussian step-size distribution) [82, 19, 80]. Two lines of evidence argue against

this phenomenon playing a generic and indispensable role in the segregation process.

(i) The existence of large steps alone does not necessarily imply that these steps are the

consequence of an active and segregation-specific mechanism. Similar fat-tailed step-size

distributions are generically observed for other large complexes tracked in the cell [93, 94, 4,

80]. To quantitate the degree of failure of the diffusion model, we compare the divergence

between the observed and diffusion-modeled distributions for both oriC and a control data

set of non-functional MS2-GFP-mRNA complexes [4] (Fig. A.5):

KoriC = 0.026 and KMS2 = 0.13, (3.4)

demonstrating that the observed oriC step-size distribution is in fact far more Gaussian

than one might predict from the dynamics of a large exogenous complex, which is expected

to have no specific interactions. Clearly the non-Gaussian distribution is not remarkable in

itself.

Furthermore the absolute size of the divergence is quite small. For our experimental

frame rate we are able to capture ten steps in the first ten minutes of segregation during the

most rapid motion. The information loss from those ten steps cumulatively is 10 × KoriC,

which is still not significant (i.e. > 1). Therefore the typical cell does not experience steps

that are significantly different from the predictions of a Gaussian step-size distribution, but

one in four cells do.

(ii) Although the snap model predicts large steps in the direction of increased locus

separation, we observe large steps in both directions with nearly equal probability. To

demonstrate this, we generate two step-size distributions: p(x) and q(δx) (Fig. A.6 ). p(x)
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is the step-size distributions during the first ten minutes of locus segregation, oriented in the

direction of the position of locus at the end of the cell cycle (A.4A). q(δx) is identical to p

except it is the distribution of mean-subtracted steps δx ≡ x− x (A.4B). We then compute

the divergence between p(x) and p(−x) and between q(δx) and q(−δx):

Kpp = 9.7× 10−2 and Kqq = 5.7× 10−3, (3.5)

respectively. Kpp measures the size of the bias in the direction of motion. If the motional

bias is caused by a simple shift of the distribution (a drift velocity) then Kqq = 0. Since Kqq

is just 6% of Kpp, it suggests that the bias is almost entirely created by a drift velocity since

a shift removes all but 6% of the bias-induced divergence. In summary, although large steps

are observed, they do not appear to be the dominant mechanism of movement of loci.

The analysis of the dependence of the step-size distributions on locus genomic posi-

tion could potentially provide insight into proposed oriC -centric models of segregation if

significant differences in the distributions were observed. But, in the first ten minutes of

segregation, we observe the step-size distribution of loci at different genomic positions to

be strikingly similar. The distributions for L2 and oriC are shown in Fig. 3.6. The diver-

gence between the oriC and L2 distributions is just K = 5.1× 10−3. We shall discuss the

significance of this result in the “Drift Velocity” section of this chapter.

Sub-diffusion and the Gaussian step-size distribution. It has already been reported

that loci undergo sub-diffusive motion [81, 77, 19, 80, 95, 96, 78, 97, 79]. It is important

to note that the observation of a Gaussian step-size distribution, although consistent with

diffusion, does not imply the motion is diffusive (e.g. [87]). If the motion were described by

diffusion, the step-size variance (i.e. the MSD) would scale linearly with time σ2 = 2Dt, but

in fact σ2 ∝ tα where the scaling exponent α has been reported as sub-diffusive: 0 < α < 1

[81, 77, 80, 95, 96, 78, 97, 79], consistent with our own observations [19]. But our immediate

interest is bias in the motion, the component of the motion that does not average to zero

during segregation and is therefore responsible for ensuring that one locus is localized to

each daughter at the end of the cell cycle [19]. Since the step-size distributions are well
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Figure 3.7: Mean drift Velocities. Profiles of the relative drift velocities of sister loci are
provided for oriC , L2 and ter. At short time periods after the initial splitting of sister loci,
all loci appear to have similar drift velocities, consistent with a model for segregation which
treats all loci identically. At later time periods, sister oriC loci have larger relative drift
velocities, allowing them a larger net separation along the length of the cell. (Error regions
show the error in the mean.)

approximated by a Gaussian distribution with a time dependent bias, as seen for oriC in

Figure 3.6B, it is convenient to focus on a discussion of the time dependence of the bias (drift

velocity).

Drift velocity. The drift velocity is defined as the average bias in the locus motion:

v ≡ µ/τ, (3.6)

where µ ≡ x is the averaged (oriented) step size and τ is the inverse frame rate. The drift

velocity is the property of locus motion which underlies the segregation process [19]. As we

previously described at oriC , loci transition from nearly unbiased motion (v = 0) to biased

motion (v 6= 0) during segregation, before returning to unbiased motion around the locus

home position in slowly growing cells [19]. A second motivation for the analysis of the drift

velocity is that in models it is related to the average applied force [19, 95]. It is important to

note that we define the drift velocity in terms of a finite difference in Eqn. 3.1 and therefore
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the drift velocity should not be interpreted as an instantaneous velocity. (See Section A.3 of

the Appendix for a more detailed discussion.)

To characterize the genomic-position and cell-cycle dependent variation in segregation

dynamics, we measured the drift velocity of foci both as a function of genomic position

and period of the cell cycle. Again, our expectation was that oriC would be distinct since

replication initiates at this locus and loci are known to segregate sequentially beginning with

oriC [50, 98]. It is generally believed that whatever the mechanism driving segregation,

oriC is expected to undergo different dynamics (e.g. [99]). Our null hypothesis is that all

loci move with identical dynamics.

As we previously reported for the origin [95], the drift velocities for all loci follow an

approximate power with time (Appendix, Fig. A.8). Fig. 3.7 shows the drift velocity for

three loci (oriC , L2 and ter) as a function of time since the locus-segregation initiated.

The observed drift velocity clearly rejects the null hypothesis that all loci are identical, but

strikingly this mismatch occurs late in the segregation process rather than early. Shortly

after segregation initiates, all loci experience large, but nearly identical drift velocities:

v = 0.33 ± 0.01 µm/min. (3.7)

The observation of a genomic-position-independent drift velocity is counter intuitive since

large drift velocities correspond to large forces that are experienced early in the segregation

processes and that we had speculated were the consequence of an active mechanism. But,

with respect to these early drift velocities, the behavior at oriC is generic: All other loci

characterized had similar drift velocities to oriC .

In order to test whether the universal drift velocity was an artifact of the ParB-parS

labeling system, we compared the dynamics of loci labeled by LacI-mCherry and GFP-ParB

in the same strain. Nearly identical drift velocities were observed in this strain as well (Fig.

A.9).

seqA mutant. To perturb the motion immediately after the initiation of segregation, we

characterized the drift velocity in a seqA mutant. SeqA is a regulator of replication initiation
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Figure 3.8: Segregation phenotype of seqA mutant. To perturb DNA structure shortly
after replication, we constructed a seqA deletion. (A) ∆seqA has a nearly universal initial
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only slightly smaller acting throughout the segregation process.
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which acts by sequestering hemimethylated GATC sites during the replication process [100].

Dam methyltransferase competes for the SeqA binding sites and methylates them, reducing

SeqA binding affinity. SeqA binds newly replicated DNA specifically and binds many sites in

the vicinity of oriC . It has been hypothesized that SeqA might play an important structural

role in physically sequestering SeqA sites in addition to its regulatory role [101, 102, 48, 103].

We therefore tested whether a seqA mutant perturbs segregation dynamics and in particular,

segregation dynamics during the initial rapid translocation period.

We capture chromosome dynamics in MG1655 ∆seqA. As expected, we observed that

a significant fraction of the cells had multiple copies of oriC at the beginning of the cell

cycle. To characterize changes that were not the result of increased DNA copy number, we

analyzed only cells with a single copy of oriC at the beginning of the cell cycle.

To investigate whether SeqA perturbs the initial locus segregation dynamics, we com-

puted the drift velocity as a function of time after the initiation of segregation. Although

SeqA does perturb the segregation dynamics, the initial segregation velocity is nearly iden-

tical to that observed in wildtype cells, as shown in Panel A of Figure 3.8. In ∆seqA, like

wildtype cells, ori -proximal loci move more rapidly later in the segregation process. But,

the fastest moving loci in the ∆seqA cells were still slower than all locus positions observed

in the wildtype cells. These observations are consistent with SeqA playing either a direct or

indirect role in facilitating the movement of loci to their home positions, but interestingly it

has only a weak effect on the initial locus dynamics.

Growth phenotypes

While our original goal in this project was to study segregation dynamics, the chromoso-

mal organization we observed drove our interest in unifying the dissenting models for E. coli

chromosome structure in MG1655 and AB1157 studies.

One hypothesis that could link these seemingly disparate models is that the chromosome

changes its spatial organization in different growth phases. It has been suggested that in

stationary phase the chromosome becomes “crystalline” or takes on a rigid structure, which
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may differ from the structure under log growth conditions. It is possible then, that the

left-right structure could be restored in MG1655 for re-germinating cells (cells which have

been in stationary-phase and are returning to log-phase growth).

To address this possibility, an upcoming has been designed to apply our cell-cycle dynam-

ics mapping to cells that have been grown to stationary, and are imaged on pads that either

contain nutrients to re-start growth (media pads) or do not (PBS buffer pads). The imaging

of cells on media pads will allow us to observe whether the structure of the chromosome

changes as cells transition back into growth, while the PBS imaging acts as a control. While

most of this project is forthcoming, we have begun preliminary experiments by looking at

just the WT oriC ParB-GFP labeled strain. Cells were grown to stationary in M9 Casamino

media with IPTG for induction overnight at 30 degrees. The cells were then removed from

the heater and left on the bench at room temperature for three days. This prep was repeated

for the two experiments: (i) stationary - the stationary cells were then spun down and resus-

pended in PBS buffer for 24 hours, then imaged on PBS agarose pads, and (ii) re-entering

log growth - the cells were were imaged on M9 Casamino pads (no wash step).

The cells imaged on PBS were intended to serve as a control, in which all cells possessed

one or two copies of the chromosome with no notable dynamics (i.e. the chromosome simply

diffuses around a home position). We were surprised, however, to find that 6% of these cells

had fluorescence tracks exhibitng a single copy of the chromosome splitting, with sister copies

segregating apart (as the tracks in Fig. 3.2). This result was surprising, and we hoped that

we may gain insight into these unexpected segregation events by comparing those dynamics

to the segregation dynamics in cells imaged on media pads.

Since the number of segregating tracks in the stationary dataset was so small, a local-

ization heatmap approach (as in Fig. 3.3) was not possible. Instead, we chose to compare

the mean-squared displacement (MSD, See “Dynamics on the Micron Scale” in Chapter 1)

of the loci in the stationary growth experiments. By comparing the scaling factor (α), we

could quantitatively compare the segregation dynamics between the two cases.

As shown in Chapter 1, the MSD for sub-diffusive loci obeys the relation:
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Figure 3.9: MSD scaling for stationary cells imaged with and without nutrients
(media and PBS pads, respectively). (Top) When all generations of cells were
included in our analysis, the scaling parameter for both populations of cells
was approximately the same (≈ 0.35). However, when we isolated only the first
generation of cells in both imaging experiments, we observed a greater disparity
between their dynamics. The scaling parameter of cells imaged on PBS and
media pads, respectively, were 0.38 and 0.18.
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Pad Generations Scaling (α)

PBS All 0.37

M9Cas All 0.18

PBS First 0.35

M9Cas First 0.35

Table 3.1: MSD Fits. Fill this in later.

〈∆x2〉 = 2Dtα. (3.8)

Thus, on a log-log plot of MSD vs time, we can calculate the scaling factor of the MSD

as the slope of the line:

log(〈∆x2〉) = log(2D) + αlog(t). (3.9)

The resulting MSD’s and fits are shown in Figure 3.9, with the scaling parameters for

each fit provided in Tab. 3.1. When we included all generations of cells, we observed that

the scaling factors for cells on both pad types were approximately the same. However, later

generations of the cells grown on media pads are typically in log growth and therefore no

longer indicitive of cells transitioning out of stationary phase. To isolate cells that are truly

transitioning from stationary to growth phase, we repeated the analysis, including only the

first generation of cells. In this analysis, we found that the stationary cells had a higher

scaling factor than the cells re-entering lod-phase growth. This indicates that the motion of

the segregating chromosomes in the stationary cells is more highly directed (less reminiscent

of diffusion) than the motion of chromosomes in the cells re-entering log phase! While

further studies are needed to further probe this result, these unexpected dynamics could be

the result of unexpected metabolism of cell surroundings in stationary cells... or they could

bare exciting implication about bet-hedging in a stationary population of cells.
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3.4 Discussion

In this study, we have used complete cell cycle imaging to observe dynamic chromosome

structure throughout the entire E. coli cell cycle. We aim both to map out the cell-cycle-

dependent structure of the chromosome and to perform a detailed analysis of the segregation

dynamics of loci.

Conflicting ori -ter (i.e. Fig. 3.1B) and left-right (i.e. Fig. 3.1A) filament organizations

have been reported for the E. coli nucleoid. Under slow growth conditions, with a two

hour cell cycle, we had previously performed a detailed quantitative analysis of the strain

AB1157 and reported a precisely-structured left-right filament organization [24], consistent

with other recent live-cell measurements of the chromosome structure in E. coli [53, 52].

In this study, we characterized the wildtype strain MG1655 with a one hour cell cycle.

Here we report that the dominant structure under these conditions is the ori -ter filament

organization, consistent with some previous reports using FISH [56, 59, 57, 58] and recent

measurements characterizing the chromosome structure during multifork replication [31].

We have supported this report using histograms of locus positions (Fig. 3.3), mean locus

positions (Fig. 3.4) and nucleoid imaging (Fig. 3.5); while each of these methods has its

own limitations, we feel that the consistency between these results provides strong support

for an ori -ter filament, with loci splitting at midcell.

Consistent with rapid growth, we also see a segregation pattern of locus movement more

reminiscent of a replication factory model [65]: Loci were observed to localize to midcell,

before segregation initiated, then split and move rapidly outward to their home positions.

This pattern is most striking for loci on the left and rights arms of the chromosome far

from oriC . These observations suggest that although the replication forks in E. coli has been

observed to separate (e.g. [86]), conflicting with a literal interpretation of the replication

factory model, they are likely in close proximity for most of the cell cycle, consistent with

the spirit of the replication factory model [65].In light of our results, we provide a figure

summarizing the current models for chromosome and repication forks in the replication
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Figure 3.10: A) Schematic diagrams for the Factory and Track models. Most bacteria
have a single circular chromosome (left), with a single origin (red dot), positioned roughly
opposite the terminus (green dot). The left and right arms of the chromosome are colored
pink and green, respectively. In the Factory Model (center), DNA is pulled through the
replisomes (black dots) in the direction indicated by the red arrows. In the Track Model
(right), replisomes translocate along the template DNA. Red arrows indicate the direction
of replisome motion. B) The Factory model is shown for the chromosomal organizations of
three model organisms. Decondensed DNA is represented by lines.

factory model for E. coli E. coli , B. subtilis, and C. crescentus (Fig. 3.10) [104]

We analyzed the chromosomal locus trajectories to determine whether the translocation

during segregation was better modeled by the slow accretion of many small biased steps or the

result of a small number of large steps, corresponding to large-scale structural transitions

in the chromosome (i.e. snaps) that have been reported previously [82, 88]. We observe

that all loci segregate rapidly over the first minute, but we have been unable to detect

an unambiguous statistical signature of large steps in segregation after this time. As we

described previously [19], although large steps can happen, they occur (i) throughout the
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cell cycle, (ii) with roughly equal probability in and against the direction of bias and (iii) in

only a fraction of cells during rapid translocation. Our observations and analysis of motion

of different locus positions in MG1655 are consistent with our previous report: Most loci

appear to move by the slow accumulation of biased motion, rather than by large steps.

We emphasize that the absence of an enrichment of large steps during segregation does not

invalidate the snap-model.

A second unexpected feature of the chromosome dynamics was the universality of the

dynamics of all loci at the start of the segregation process. Our previous detailed charac-

terization of the dynamics of oriC had revealed that loci feel a directional bias immediately

upon the initiation of segregation, an observation that is most consistent with an active

mechanism (e.g. [99]). If an active mechanism exists which drives the segregation of the

origin, it is natural to expect other loci that are segregated later by a condensation driven

mechanism to exhibit different dynamics. Furthermore, one might näıvely expect the forces

to be most distinct early in the segregation process when the drift velocities and the forces

themselves are strongest [19, 95]. Even if the loci were segregated by an entropic mechanism

[31], simulations suggest that the initial segregation of oriC should be slower than later loci

[99]. Therefore whatever the mechanism, it was our expectation that the initial segregation

dynamics of oriC -proximal loci should be qualitatively distinct from other loci.

Given these general arguments in favor of qualitatively distinct dynamics after segregation

for different regions of the chromosome, we were therefore quite surprised to observed that

both the drift velocity, and the step-size distribution were both nearly identical for all loci

characterized. Of course, this may be a coincidence: Despite the distinct ParA-dependent

mechanism that segregates the origin in C. crescentus [105], the average speed only varies by

a factor of two [49]. Still the similarity between loci dynamics in E. coli is much greater than

observed in C. crescentus, consistent with the hypothesis that there may be some universal

mechanism at work in the segregation of all loci in E. coli (e.g. [106]). (The mechanism is

universal in the sense that it action on the loci leads to nearly identical dynamics during

the initial steps of segregation.) Kleckner and coworkers have long speculated that there is
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an accumulation of stress in the chromosome [107] that is released in an un-snapping event

[88, 82]. Since this process could be driven by MukBEF, super-coiling [108, 109] and other

processes that lead to longitudinal condensation [110], these mechanisms could explain the

universality in the initial segregation dynamics.

Since the greatest mismatch in the drift velocity occurs five or more minutes after segre-

gation initiates, it is interesting to speculate about the possible mechanism for this increased

drift velocity for loci proximal to oriC . The deletion of seqA was observed to have the

strongest effect on the bias fives minutes after the initiation of segregation, consistent with a

model where late-stage segregation is facilitated by cellular machinery. There is precedence

for additional mechanisms that act late in the segregation process in C. crescentus [74]. On-

the-other-hand, it is important to realize that due to the overall chromosome topography in

E. coli under the experimental conditions, oriC moves the furthest of all loci and therefore

it must have a higher drift velocity to reflect this greater travel distance. The mechanism

for higher drift velocity long after the initiation of segregation might be nucleoid-structure-

induced and quite prosaic from a mechanistic perspective [31].
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Chapter 4

PHENOTYPIC COHERENCE OF MUTANTS IN THE
PEPTIDOGLYCAN SYNTHESIS PATHWAY

Diversity in cell morphologies is another fascinating aspect of bacterial structure. Al-

though the shapes and growth patterns of bacteria vary widely, the mechanisms driving

morphogenesis and the evolution of cellular shape are not well understood. In addition, the

morphologies of mutant cells can provide novel insight into the functions of knocked-out

genes.

Our broad goal in the quantitative study of cell morphologies is to develop a framework

for characterizing the phenotypes of mutant cells. If we observe phenotypic coherence across

cellular pathways, we can create a robust bank mapping deleted gene function to cell mor-

phology. Ideally, we could than use this bank of information to work backwards- that is, to

predict gene function by comparing the morphologies of mutants lacking genes of unknown

function to the shapes of mutants lacking genes of known function.

To maximize the impact and robustness of this framework, we have designed this project

to include essential genes (or genes expressing proteins which are requisite for the cell to

survive). Unsurprisingly, these studies are easier with non-essential genes. Since these knock-

out mutants are viable, they can be imaged at any time following the transformation for

the study and characterization of their morphologies. For the imaging of essential gene

knock-outs, however, the cells must be imaged during a window of time between when the

transformation is made and the cell shape begins to change, and cell death. Depending on

the gene, this window of time can be wide or small, ranging from a couple hours to a day.

In section 4.2, we will explore how this challenge also introduces a value opportunity: the

ability to observe the process of depletion of an essential gene, and the morphology changes
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that occur prior to, or even leading to, cell death.

This ambitious project, with novel strain development and imaging techniques, is broad

and challenging. As a result, this study is still in its preliminary stages. In this thesis, I

will introduce the details of this project by describing our efforts to develop a bank of phe-

notypically coherent mutants from a pathway of particular interest to cellular morphology:

peptidogylcan (PG) synthesis (for a schematic of PG structure and synthesis see: Fig. 4.1).

The peptidoglycan cell wall provides structure for cellular shape. Bacteria can grow,

divide, and change shape, by synthesizing PG in specific regions of the cell. The two main

processes of PG synthesis are (i) elongation and (ii) division (Fig. 4.2). During elongation,

PG is inserted along the length of the cell to allow the cell to grow along its long axis. During

division, PG is synthesized at the center of the cell to form a septum to physically separate

the mother cell, dividing it into two daughter cells.

Our goal in this study is to examine the phenotypic pathways associated with peptidogly-

can synthesis, in hopes of better understanding the mechanisms driving morphogenesis. By

characterizing the morphological effects of knocking out genes in the PG synthesis pathways,

we can determine whether there is morphological coherence, or consistent patterns in mutant

cell shapes, across pathways. This project is still in the preliminary phase, so this chapter

will describe the broad strokes of the project, and an outline of our hopes for where it will

lead.

4.1 Peptidoglycan synthesis

4.1.1 PG synthesis pathways in A. baylyi

The production of PG in A. baylyi begins with a precursor pathway, common to all cell

wall growth. Following the precursor pathway, the production of PG branches into two

independent pathways: the elongasome and the divisome.

The set of proteins in the ‘elongasome’ are responsible for building peptidoglycan all

long the cell length, to increase growth along the long axis. A similar study, conducted
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Figure 4.1: Peptidoglycan synthesis. This figure is reproduced from Typas et. al. [2]. The
synthesis and attachment of a new peptidoglycan strand to the existing sacculus, with partic-
ular emphasis on the different synthetic and degrading enzymes. Precursors are synthesized
in the cytoplasm, linked to the transport lipid (undecaprenyl phosphate) and flipped accross
the inner membrane by FtsWRodA. A glycosyltransferase (GTase) catalyses polymerization
of a nascent peptidoglycan chain from lipid II precursor at the inner membrane, followed by
attachment of the new chain to the sacculus by a DD-transpeptidase (DD-TPase). Peptides
are trimmed by DD-, LD- and DL-carboxypeptidases (CPases), and crosslinks are cleaved by
the DD- and LD-endopeptidases (EPases). Amidases remove peptides from glycan chains,
and exo- or endo-specific lytic transglycosylases (LTs) cleave in the glycan chain to form
1,6-anhydro-N-acetylmuramic acid (anhMurNAc) residues, which are the hallmark of glycan
chain ends. LD-TPases are responsible for the formation of LD-crosslinks, the attachment
of the major outer-membrane lipoprotein (Lpp), which is anchored in the outer membrane,
and the binding of unusual D-amino acids. The number of known Escherichia coli enzymes
for each group is shown in brackets, but this is probably an underestimate, as even in E. coli
not all players are known and/or characterized.
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Elongation

Division

Figure 4.1: Phases of cell wall synthesis. Soon after cell birth, the cell grow along its
long axis. During this elongation process, PG is synthesized along the cell boundaries. The
long cell then divides into two daughter cells; during division, PG is synthesized at the cell
center to form a septum and split the mother cell into two daughter cells.

A B

C

(Rod System)

(Divisome)

Figure 4.2: Phases of cell wall synthesis. (A) Soon after cell birth, the cell grow along its
long axis. During this elongation process, PG is synthesized along the cell boundaries. The
long cell then divides into two daughter cells; during division, PG is synthesized at the cell
center to form a septum and split the mother cell into two daughter cells. (B-C). Schematics
from Cho et. al. ([3]) highlighting the components of the two main PG synthetic systems
in rod-shaped bacteria. Both systems require a dedicated bPBP (PBP2 or PBP3) and a
SEDS (shape/elongation/division/sporulation) family protein (RodA or FtsW) for proper
function.
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in a Bacillus subtilis background, show that deletion of proteins in this system causes the

production of small, round cells [111]. The proteins in the ‘divisome’ are responsible for

synthesizing the septum which forms at the cell center to divide the cell into two daughter

cells. The deletion of genes in this pathway in B. subtilis were shown to result in long,

snake-like cells [111].

We are particularly interested in PG synthesis for several reasons. Firstly, this process

occurs through a complex and essential pathway; this makes it an important cellular process

to understand. In addition, many important antiobiotics target this pathway, giving it

valuable medical implications. Finally, the development of a cell wall was an important

evolutionary development of bacteria, making deletions in this pathway important for our

understanding for the development of bacteria as we now known them.

4.1.2 PG synthesis studies: antibiotics

Studies of PG synthesis can have serious implications for the development of new antibiotics

and therapies. Some common existing antibiotics, such as Ampicillin (and all penicillins),

kill bacteria by inhibiting cell wall synthesis [112] . If we can identify new essential proteins

in the PG synthesis pathway, we can potentially develop therapies or drugs that target those

proteins to kill pathogenic cells, or manage them in a lab setting.

4.1.3 PG synthesis studies: evolution

The effects of PG synthesis on morphology may tell us an important story about the evolution

of bacteria. Early proteo-bacteria possessed no cell wall, and their shapes were therefore

less well-regulated. These amorphous cell wall deficient bacteria, called “L-forms,” have

extremely interesting cellular structure, and grow and divide very differently from modern

bacteria [113, 114]. Rather than growing in a polar or uniform way, these cells form “blebs,”

or (seemingly) randomly placed protrusions growing from the cell body [115]. If the L-form

is stable, eventually these blebs will close off from the mother cell, forming a daughter and

allowing the population to proliferate.
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The exact process by which bacterial cells evolved cell walls remains unknown; L-form

bacteria could provide us with clues about general cellular organization of the primitive

progenitors of bacteria and especially how they proliferated [113, 115]. We hope that studies

of PG synthesis, and especially knockout morphology studies, can give us insight into the

mechanisms bridging ancient proteobacteria with current cell-wall protected bacteria.

4.2 Acinetobacter baylyi

We performed these experiments in the bacterium Acinetobacter baylyi . There are three

main reasons why this background is of particular advantage for these studies: (i) the medical

significance of the Acinetobacter species, (ii) the experimental advantage of using A. baylyi

for mutant studies due to its high rate of transformation competency, and (iii) the advantage

of using A. baylyi for PG studies due to elongation pathway being non-essential.

4.2.1 Close relation to Acinetobacter baumannii

Acinetobacter baumannii bacteria are round, coccobacillus members of the Acinetobacter

species. They are opportunistic pathogens, often infecting humans with compromised im-

mune systems and causing high infection rates in healthcare settings [116]. These bacteria

are difficult to contain, control, and eliminate due to their resistance to antibiotics [117],

making them highly pertinent for genetic studies. Many consider A. baylyi to pose a high

risk for causing an epidemic [118]; their infected hosts have a striking mortality rate of up to

75% [119]. A common way to kill bacteria is to target essential genes: those genes which are

required for cell survival. By determining the function of essential genes in A. baumannii ,

researchers hope to find strategies to better combat A. baumannii infections.

A. baylyi are similarly round, coccobacillus members of the Acinetobacter species. They

are closely related to A. baumannii , with 82% of A. baumannii genes having orthologs in

A. baylyi [120]. However, A. baylyi are sensitive to antibiotics, making them easier to control

and to study in the lab. It is hoped that, by studying these more easily manipulated species

with many common genes, a therapy for A. baumannii infections can be developed. This
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highly motivates the use of A. baylyi in any bacterial genetic study.

4.2.2 Efficient transformation: real-time visualization of morphological knock-out effects

Transformations in bacteria are typically highly inefficient (0.1%) [121]. As a result, rare

transformed cells usually require a genetic selection on differential identifying medium which

only allows transformed recipients to form colonies. A single colony can then be isolated,

then grown in liquid before the cells can be imaged. Because of the length of this process to

isolate the rare transformation recipients, only stable mutants can be successfully imaged.

For our studies here, A. baylyi offers a distinct advantage: this species has high natural

competence [122]. On average, our transformations yield a notable 10% efficiency rate with-

out any needed chemical, temperature or electrical shock for transformation success [122].

Because of this, we can immediate image cells which have been freshly transformed.

This is a remarkable advantage. In the case of an essential gene deletion, we can observed

cell morphology as the cell transitions from healthy, to depleted for an essential function, to

death; this process is outlined in detail in the Materials and Methods section of this chapter.

The ability to watch this process in real time from transformation to cell death is a novel

and remarkable technique, and it is impossible with bacteria that need to be streaked on

plates for selection prior to imaging.

Our goal in this study is to knock out genes in the PG synthesis pathways, and watch

the progression of cell morphology as cells lose proteins needed for cell wall synthesis. In

this way, we hope to determine whether there exists a phenotypic coherence in morphology

across PG synthesis pathways.

4.2.3 Elongation non-essentiality: simpler PG analysis

While the elongation pathway is essential in many rod-shaped bacteria (including E. coli),

it is not essential for A. baylyi . This causes A. baylyi to be an attractive background for

analyses further along in our study, in which we can characterize division mutants in an
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WT cells divide 
once and die on 

kan media

geneX+kans
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Tranformation: +∆geneX::kan

geneX- kanR

Transient: geneX+kanR
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ProductX
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Figure 4.3: Depletion of deleted genes for microcolony analysis. We begin with a
competent WT A. baylyi cell; it possesses geneX (geneX+), and is sensitive to kanamycin
(kans). A DNA fragment carrying a deletion of geneX (geneX-) and addition of kanamycin
resistance (kanR) is inserted. The cells are then innoculated on a kan pad; any WT cells
(cells which failed to receive and incorporate the insert) will divide once or twice, then die.
Successful transformants will now be lacking geneX, but still carry any remaining copies of
ProductX (blue circles) that were already produced in the cell. Each time this cell divides,
its daughter cells will possess one half the remaining Product X. Since transformants are
kan+ they each produce new product for kan resistance (red triangles). Eventually, the
concentration of essential product ProductX will be too low for the cell to survive, and the
daughter cells will die. This ends the proliferation of the mutant, but leaves a microcolony
of mutant cells.
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elongation-disabled background, so that all precursors are funneled solely into the division

pathway.

4.3 Materials and Methods

The Manoil lab has developed a robust method for both determining the genes in bacterial

genomes which are essential for cell life, and for creating large libraries bacterial mutants

[123]. In addition, J. Bailey has conducted extensive studies to determine the optimum me-

dia for growth and proliferation of delicate PG mutants. In this project, we have paired their

work with our Supersegger and gateTool software to achieve the imaging and characteriza-

tion of myriad PG synthesis mutants [1, 16].

4.3.1 Strain construction

The Manoil lab created a library of inserts for the deletion of most A. baylyi genes dur-

ing the development of their Tn-seq mutant library. The procedure for insert development

employs a Tn-seq method based on the creation and amplification of single-strand loops car-

rying transposon junction sequences (“Tn-seq circle method”) with an antibiotic resistance

cassette. This technique can be used with virtually any transposon, making the method

adaptable for all mutant strain construction [123].

4.3.2 Culture growth

Wild-type A. baylyi cells were grown in succinate media overnight, then inoculated with

selected kna-resistant-marked inserts for 2 hours at 30 degrees prior to imaging. They were

then diluted to OD 0.2.

All experiments in this study are conducted using succinate media. For initial tests,

succinate media with no supplements except kanamycin for mutant selection was used. In

later experiments, osmo-protective media was made by supplementing the succinate media

with 0.5 M sucrose and 10 mM magnesium sulfate.
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4.3.3 Time-lapse imaging and analysis

Cells were inoculated onto agarose pads containing succinate media and Km for the selective

growth of transformed cells with the deletion insert. Cells were imaged using brightfield

illumination every 2 min for 10 hours, often 10-20 xy positions. These images were then

used to generate time-lapse videos of micro-colony development.

A visual outline of the process for depletion and micro-colony development is provided in

Fig. 4.3. We begin with a competent WT A. baylyi cell; it possesses geneX (geneX+), and is

sensitive to kanamycin (kans). A DNA fragment carrying a deletion of geneX (geneX-) and

addition of kanamycin resistance (kanR) is inserted. The cells are then innoculated on a kan

pad; any WT cells (cells which failed to receive and incorporate the insert) will divide once

or twice, then die. Successful transformants will now be lacking geneX, but still carry any

remaining protein molecules of ProductX (blue circles) that were already expressed in the

cell from the gene. Each time this cell divides, its daughter cells will possess one half the

remaining Product X. Since transformants are kan+ they each produce new product for kan

resistance (red triangles). Eventually, the concentration of essential product ProductX will

be too low for the cell to survive, and the daughter cells will die. This ends the proliferation

of the mutant, but leaves a microcolony of mutant cells.

When possible, images were segmented using SuperSegger and analyzed using the gateTool

image cytometry software.

4.4 Results

This project is still in its early stages of development, so I will only provide preliminary

results here. I will introduce one mutant from each section of the PG synthesis pathways:

(i) a precursor, (ii) an elongation mutant and (iii) a division mutant. For each pathway,

I provide time-lapse images of the growth of a micro-colony, then describe the phenotypic

patterns established so far through these videos and snapshot imaging.
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4.4.1 PG synthesis precursor mutants

The early precursor MurA is a critical enzyme in the PG biosynthesis pathway, which can

be inhibited by the phosphonic antibiotic fosfomycin [124]. Using the imaging procedure

described in the last section, we followed the depletion of MurA in A. baylyi from early

stages to cell death, observing the time-dependent changes in morphology of MurA-depleted

cells. A selection of frames from a representative time-lapse video is provided in Fig. 4.4.

The changes documented in these time-lapse videos are fascinating; we begin with healthy,

round cells with wildtype morphology. After a couple hours of very slow growth, the cells

start to balloon. As they grow in all directions, they lose their rod-shape phentoype and

become much more amorphous. The morphology and division dynamics of these giant cells

is highly reminiscent of L-form cells.

At times, these giant cells attempt to divide. Unlike wildtype cells, they do not divide

evenly through constriction at a well-defined cell center. Instead, the cells divide through

blebbing; one region of the giant cell starts to pull away from the rest, forming a protrusion.

Rarely, this bleb will successfully divide from the rest of the cell; the completion of division

is often accompanied by a rapid translocation of the daughter cell away from the mother

cell. Much more often, however, the mother (or daughter) cells lyse directly after the cell’s

attempt to divide.

Without the cell wall, the dividing cells lack the stability to maintain their structure. We

believe that the presence of additional structural support of nearby cells or firm media acting

as scaffolding may help protect the cells and promote successful division. While non-lysing

daughter cell are rare, we find that they are most often the result of the division of a cell

surrounded by other cells.

To-date, we have only produced timelapse videos of the murA mutant from the precursor

pathway. However, we have completed snapshot imaging for several other mutants in the

precursor pathway of PG synthesis. A compilation of representative snapshots from these

mutants is provided in Figure 4.5. All mutants imaged from this pathway exhibit similar
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Figure 4.4: Selected frames from ∆murA timelapse imaging.
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15 µmΔmraY

ΔmurAΔmurG

ΔispU

Figure 4.5: Snapshot images of several mutants depleted in effectors from the
precursor pathway for PG synthesis.

morphologies; this suggests a coherent phenotype of giant, L-form-like cells for mutants in

the precursor PG synthesis pathway.

4.4.2 Elongation mutants

Deletions of genes in the elongation pathway singly or in combinations are viable in A. baylyi .

For this example, we will discuss a triple mutant with three of the key effectors in cell

elongation PG synthesis deleted: ∆pbpA ∆rodA ∆ponA (for simplicity, we will refer to this

strain at ∆elong). The time-lapse imaging of these cells is therefore not a depletion study,

but the imaging of a viable mutant strain. In Fig. 4.6, we provide a selection of frames from

a representative time-lapse video of this elongation mutant.
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Figure 4.6: Selected frames from ∆elongation timelapse imaging.
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5 µmΔpbpA ΔrodA

ΔmreB ΔpbpA ΔrodA ΔponA

Figure 4.7: Snapshot images of several mutants depleted in effectors from the
elongation pathway for PG synthesis.

Preliminary efforts by J. Bailey have verified that mutants from across this pathway

produce cells with similar morphologies (Fig. 4.7); this suggests that there is a coherent

phenotype of short, round cells for deletions across the elongation pathway.

From these frames, we can see that this viable, elongation-minus strain of A. baylyi has the

expected short, round phenotype. We have only produced timelapse videos of the triple mu-

tant from the elongation pathway, however we have conducted preliminary snapshot imaging

several single mutants in the elongation pathway of PG synthesis. A compilation of rep-

resentative snapshots from these mutants is provided in Figure 4.7. All mutants imaged

from this pathway exhibit similar morphologies; this suggests a coherent phenotype of small,

near-spherical cells for mutants in the elongation PG synthesis pathway.
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Since the process for elongating cells has been disabled, a short cell morphology is fairly

unsurprising. However, since the cells divide and continuously maintain a growing colony,

we wondered whether the mere synthesis of the septum generated enough PG to maintain a

generation-consistent cell length.

Because these cells are small and regular, they are easily segmented by SuperSegger. We

therefore used gateTool to conduct a short analysis of dependence of birth length on birth

time. Using gateTool, we isolated cells that were imaged for a complete cell cycle. We

then compared the distribution of division length to birth length ratios for all ∆elong and

wildtype cells (Fig. 4.8). We expect that for a sustained population of cells, the length just

before division should be twice twice the length at birth, or Ldiv/Lbirth ≈ 2. As seen in

Fig. 4.8, the ratio is just shy of two (〈Ldiv/Lbirth〉 ≈ 1.80); for the ∆elong strain, however,

the ratio is significantly lower (〈Ldiv/Lbirth〉 ≈ 1.46).

Naively, this would suggest that each generation of cells is successively shorter (by 25%).

However, we should note that even the wildtype cells do not quite double prior to complete

cell division. We must keep in mind that additional PG is synthesized to complete the

division of the cell between the final frame of mother cell life. For a long cell, the increase

in length provided through the completions of septum synthesis is negligible (< 10%Lbirth);

for a very short, ∆elongation cell, however, this additional PG would theoretically provide

most of the cells growth. Based on this fact and Fig. 4.8, we can theorize 50% of the

length increase occurs during septation prior to SuperSegger declaring the cell as completed

divided. Followed that frame, the additional 50% length increase occurs through completion

of septation. This would account for the complete doubling of the cell resulting from the

completion of division.

4.4.3 Division mutants

Since the division pathway of PG synthesis is essential is A. baylyi , the time-lapse imaging

of mutants lacking genes in this pathway are depletion studies. In this example, we consider

FtsN: an essential cell division protein that activates septal PG synthesis and constriction
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of the cell. Selected frames from a representative time-lapse video are providied in Fig. 4.9.

As in the MurA depletion study, the cells begin with a wildtype phenotype. After a couple

hours, however, they begin to grow rapidly along their long axes. The cells continue to grow

until they are radically longer than their wildtype counterparts - they can grow up to 50x

as long as WT cells! This phenotype is consistent with observations in other organisms.

While we have only produced timelapse videos of one division mutant (FtsN), we have

conducted preliminary snapshot imaging several other mutants in the division pathway of

PG synthesis. A compilation of representative snapshots from these mutants is provided

in Figure 4.10. All mutants imaged from this pathway exhibit similar morphologies; this

suggests a coherent phenotype of extremely long, snake-like cells for mutants in the division

PG synthesis pathway.

4.5 Discussion and Future Directions

4.5.1 Phenotypic coherence across pathways

Our preliminary imaging has suggested coherence in large-scale features across precursor,

elongation and division pathways of PG synthesis. For deletions in the elongation pathway,

we observed short, round cell morphologies. Deletions in the division pathway consistently

produce long, snake-like cells. The PG synthesis precursor mutants that we imaged also

displayed a consistent large-scale morphological pattern across pathway deletions: all cells

produced giant cells reminiscent of L-forms, which divide through blebbing, often resulting

in cell lysis. Based on these results, we are now determining the future directions for this

project- in the next section I will describe these plans.

4.5.2 Further studies

There is much work left to be done in this study, and this exciting project could be built-upon

in several different directions, depending on upcoming results. Before we can fully develop

our conclusions from this study, we will need to image more diverse mutants from each of
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Figure 4.9: Selected frames from ∆ftsN timelapse imaging.
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Figure 4.10: Snapshot images of several mutants depleted in components from the
division pathway for PG synthesis.
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the pathways.

Additionally, we hope to increase daughter cell stability, to better observe the long-

term proliferation of these micro-colonies. This may be achieved through adjustments to

the media used; in particular, current control experiments are testing media optimization

through variations in the concentrations of Mg, sucrose and kanamycin.

Our hope in this project is to apply the analysis tools outlined in the second chapter of

this thesis to quantitate mutant morphology and dynamics, and mathematically analyze the

coherence mutant cell morphologies. Currently, the SuperSegger segmentation algorithms

very accurately identify smaller, round and rod-shaped bacteria (i.e. those with morpholo-

gies close to wild-type). However, our efforts to segment giant cells in a colony have been

unsuccessful; we are able to identify all regions that are completely isolated (such as the

outer edges of a micro-colony), but segmentation of the colony into individual giant cells

has been a major challenge. We are hopeful that in our future work, either adjustments to

the segmentation code, or methods for analyzing micro-colony shapes will allow for a more

quantitative analysis of mutant morphologies in the PG synthesis pathways.
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

While major advances in the last century have provided novel insight into the structure

of bacterial cells, many questions about the mechanisms driving structure remain. As a com-

putational biophysics lab, we develop high-throughput techniques for probing that structure

by either working around, or taking advantage of, cell-to-cell variations. In this chapter, I

will summarize the results of this thesis, and describe how the experiments on chromosomal

structure and morphological structure could be expanded on.

5.1 Chromosomal structure and dynamics in E. coli

In this project, we studied the chromosomal structure of E. coli in two major parts: (i) we

developed a cell-cycle dependent model for chromosome structure in MG1655, and (ii) we

used this mapping to probe the as-yet uncharacterized mechanism for chromosome segre-

gation. I will now summarize each of these experiments, and how they could be further

developed in the future.

5.1.1 Cell-cycle dependent chromosome dynamics

We developed time-lapsed mapping of sub-cellular localization for seven chromosomal loci.

This was used to create a full-chromosome mapping of cell-cycle dependent dynamics. This

mapping revealed a folded-over ori-ter structure for the MG1655 chromosome, conflicting

with left-right structure observed in AB1157. Thus, models for cell-cycle dependent chro-

mosome dynamics remain incoherent across growth conditions and strains. An important

driving force in future work studying chromosomal structure will be the resolution of these

inconsistencies, or an understanding of what causes them. An important next step in ad-
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vancing this study will be to develop a two-colored strain of MG1655 to allow us to look

at both chromosomal arms simultaneously. Directly observing the colocalization of loci on

either arm is an important step in bolstering the ori-ter model for chromosome organization.

Earlier in this thesis I discussed how studies of chromosome structure dependence on

growth stage could help link these disparate models. We observed oriC localization in

stationary cells both imaged on PBS and media pads. This analysis reveals that 6% of

stationary cells on PBS pads possessed sister chromosomes which segregated apart from one

another. When we compared the mean-squared-displacements for segregating chromosomes

of stationary cells imaged on PBS and media pads, we had the surprising result that the

cells with no nutrients (PBS pads) exhibited a higher MSD scaling coefficient than the cells

imaged with nutrients, suggesting a more directed motion. These experiments are still in

their initial stages, and there is much work left to be done to continue that line of study.

In the future, our lab will compare the MSD and diffusion coefficient results obtained for

the chromosomal loci in these stationary cells to that of large RNA-protein complexes. This

will allow us to determine whether the cytoplasm exhibits a crystalline state or a fluid one.

This will help us to isolate and characterize the growth stage-dependent structure of the

chromosome. Additionally, we will repeat this study in all seven of the GFP-labeled locus

strains, to reconstruct a mapping of chromosome structure in stationary cells for comparison

to the growing cell chromosome map.

Our model revealed that all seven loci moved towards the cell center and split into two

resolvable sister loci near midcell. This helped to shed light on another debated aspect of

chromosomal dynamics, as this result is consistent with the factory model of replication. We

are in the process of further addressing the replication factory model by considering a two-

colored strain with both oriC and dnaN labeled. By repeating our experiments in this strain,

we hope to determine whether the stationary cells that exhibited segregation are replicating.

If they are, studying the relative localization of the forks in stationary cells would provide

exciting new insight into both bacterial bet-hedging and the replication factory model.
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5.1.2 Chromosome segregation mechanism

Using the data for cell-cycle dependent modeling of chromosomal dynamics, we developed a

quantitative study of chromosome segregation dynamics. This study suggested that all seven

studied chromosomal loci segregate with a universal initial drift velocity. This suggested that,

whatever the unknown mechanism for segregation in E. coli , that mechanism is effecting the

initial segregation of all loci the same way. We also observed that the deletion of seqA, a

sequestering protein and candidate for segregation involvement, decreased late-segregation

displacement of loci but had no effect on the initial segregation velocities.

The observance of universal segregation dynamics is both exciting and frustrating. On

one hand, it is intriguing and unexpected that oriC would exhibit the same segregation

dynamics as later-segregated loci. On the other hand, it is easier to develop hypotheses

about a unique behavior than a universal one. One possibility for future studies, though,

is to repeat the knockout experiment conducted in a seqA background with other knockout

strains. By screening for a major impact on initial segregation velocities, we could search

a protein heavily involved in the initiating the segregation process. This is, however, is

painfully reminiscent of searching for a needle in a haystack.

5.2 Morphological structure of A. baylyi

In the last chapter, I outlined an ongoing study probing the coherence of morphological

features associated with PG synthesis mutants. As described previously, this experiment is

still in the data collection phase, so there is a great deal of work left to be done. Here I will

recapitulate the key results and future plans for this sprawling and exciting project.

5.2.1 Time-lapse imaging of A. baylyi PG mutants

We hope to repeat time-lapse imaging of microcolony phenotypes during protein depletion

for a larger variety of mutants from both the elongation and the division pathways. The more

morphological characterizations of mutants we can generate, the better we can establish the
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coherence or sub-classes of cellular shapes in each pathway.

We also hope to further this project by providing greater structural support unstable L-

form-like giant cells. As described in the previous chapter, most successful giant cell divisions

were observed in cells that were in contact with neighboring cells. In addition, imaging on

pads with a higher agarose concentration also produce a higher number of successful giant

cell divisions. Together, these observations suggest to us that the presence of surrounding

structures to act as a scaffolding to support divisions that don’t result in immediate cell

lysis. Preliminary tests have also suggested that some media can be more protective for

giant cells, decreasing the osmotic forces that drive giant cell lysis. As a result, we have been

experimenting with media supplements, to bolster micro-colony development.

5.2.2 Quantitative analysis of PG mutant cells and colonies

We hope to support our hypothesis of phenotypic coherence across PG synthesis pathways

with quantitative analysis of mutant cell morphologies and dynamics. In Chapter Two, I

described in detail the high-throughput image cytometry tool developed by our lab; the Clist

and gateTool provide support for time-dependent analysis of such cell features as long and

short axis lengths, area, growth rate, and eccentricity. We hope to apply our gateTool

analysis techniques to PG synthesis mutants. This could lead to exciting characterization

of major time-dependent transitions in cell morphology, and allow for direct quantitative

comparison of cellular features in search of morphological coherence.

As discussed in the previous chapter, our ability to progress with quantitative gateTool

analysis is limited by SuperSegger ’s ability to segment the cells. Currently, SuperSegger can

segment smaller, rod-shaped or round cells with extreme accuracy; the giant cells produced

through deletions in the division pathway, however, are currently very difficult for Super-

Segger to identify. While Supersegger accurately locates the boundaries of isolated objects,

such as the outer edges of a micro-colony or the edges of a cell with no neighbors. It is our

hope to either determine a method for using this ability to complete our quantitative analy-

sis, or to improve the SuperSegger segmentation algorithms to be robust enough to segment
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giant cells. The former is more feasible, but requires us to sacrifice the single-cell tracking of

depletion ; the latter is a major challenge but would enable the extremely exciting analysis

of single cell time-dependent morphology changes in depletion experiments.

5.2.3 Genes of unknown function

Our analysis of the PG synthesis pathways is one branch of a larger effort. The Manoil and

Wiggins labs are collaborating to gain insight into how the depletion imaging of A. baylyi

can provide insight into bacterial structure and functions. One of the major goals of this

project is create a library of mutant morphologies for a large set of A. baylyi deletions. First,

we hope to create a library of morphologies for genes of known function, in hopes of es-

tablishing coherent patterns across pathways. The PG synthesis pathway is one example of

this process. Next, we hope to develop a library of cell morphologies for genes of unknown

function. It is our hope that through high-throughput and sensitive image cytometry anal-

ysis, we can map the morphology of any particular mutant of unknown gene deletion to a

class of morphologies for genes whose function or pathway is known. In this way, we could

develop a predictive model for determining unknown gene function based on cell morphology.

This model would be powerful in developing our knowledge of cellular structure, and could

provide insight into the function of homologous unknown genes in the pathenogenic relative

A. baumannii . Understanding the function of unknown genes could therefore be used to help

develop antibiotics that could successfully target and manage this highly resilient bacterium

(e.x. [111]).

5.3 Concluding notes on cell-to-cell variations

In this thesis, I introduced our high-throughput image cytometry tool developed for quanti-

tative studies of bacteria. While image analysis is possible without automated software, cell-

to-cell variation causes a large amount of noise in biological data, necessitating large datasets

to decrease error. Our image cytometry software, gateTool was designed to streamline the

analysis of large data sets to enable the quantitation of many cells to harness this cell-to-cell
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variation.

By enabling the fast and efficient analysis of large datasets, gateTool facilitates high-

throughput image cytometry and bolsters the researchers ability to minimize the effects of

cell-to-cell noise in their results. By this perspective, gateTool treats cell-to-cell variations

as a ‘bug’ in our experiments, and allows us to get around this challenge.

Conversely, gateTool treats cell-to-cell variation as a feature, or beneficial aspect, of our

experiments. The diversity in values for the same cellular variable (i.e. length, mean fluores-

cence, etc) across a population allow us to use a single population as a grounds for testing

hypotheses. For example, if we are interested in testing whether a covarying relationship

exists between length and fluorescence, could compare the lengths of cells from individu-

ally engineered strains with varying fluorescence expression levels. With gateTool, we can

approach this questions more efficiently, by analyzing the relationship between length and

fluorescence within a single population. In this way, the variations within a single strain can

offer valuable insight into exciting biological phenomena.

Following the introduction of the gateTool imagery software, I provided examples of how

cellular structure can be probed. In Chapter Three, I demonstrated how we harnessed varia-

tions within a population to study DNA structure and dynamics on the sub-cellular level, and

investigated the segregation mechanisms controlling DNA dynamics following replication. In

Chapter Four, I described our plans and preliminary data for analyzing morphological traits

of various PG synthesis mutants, and studying how their shapes are controlled by genes in

the cell wall synthesis pathways.

In conclusion, my graduate work has shed light on two major mechanisms by which the

cell maintains control over its structure, treating cell-to-cell variations as both a feature and

a bug in high-throughput quantitative biophysics.
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Appendix A

APPENDIX

A.1 Adaption of KL Divergence for comparing empirical distributions

Although the KL Divergence is well defined on function p and q as:

K(p||q) ≡
∫

dx p(x) log p(x)
q(x)

, (A.1)

a problem arrises with empirical distributions generated from a finite number of observa-

tions. For convenience, we binned the data using a histogram and then used the discrete

representation of the KL Divergence

K(p||q) ≡
∑
i

pi log pi
qi
. (A.2)

Finally to avoid problems in poorly sampled regions of the histogram, we summed only over

bins i in which both distributions had at least one observation. To compute the error in the

KL Divergence, we then bootstrapped from the empirical distribution.
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Locus Position (bp)

oriC 3,909,402

R1 4,413,507

R2 515,143

R3 1,081,356

ter1 1,806,680

L2 2,616,013

L1 3,739,211

Table A.1: Genomic positions of all loci (parS insertion sites) reported in base pairs in
the strain MG1655.
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A.2 “Genomic” and “Pole” Orientation of trajectories

Many previous studies of chromosome structure were conducted through snapshot experi-

ments, where a heterogenous population of cells is imaged for a single time point. As a result,

cells were oriented along their long axis using the positions of the fluorescent foci. This a

priori orientation method, which we refer to as “genomic orientation”, entails splitting the

long axis of each cell in two halves: if the locus is sequentially located on the left arm of the

chromosome, the cell was oriented with that locus in the left half of the cell, and vice versa.

Our complete-cell-cycle imaging approach offers a new method for cell orientation: track-

ing cells through division into daughter cells allows us to identify which cell pole is newly

formed through the division event (new pole) and which pole was pre-existing (old pole). As

a result, we were able to orient our cells by using pole orientation, such that the new pole of

the cell is always on the bottom of the kymograph. Although any choice in orientation may

introduce an unavoidable bias, this technique does not rely on an anticipated chromosome

structure or dynamics, and thus we feel is the most unambiguous method for combining

dynamic position information of from multiple cells.
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Figure A.1: Histogram of cell cycle duration for wild-type MG1655 cells (WT),
and for MG1655 cells with ParB-parS labeling system, both with and without
induction (-IPTG, +IPTG). Dotted lines show population mean. Long-lived cohesion
between sisters would delay the cell division increasing the duration of the cell cycle. The
variation observed in the population mean is consistent with day-to-day variation. The
observation of the shorter tail (cell age > 70) of the wild-type cells suggests that there may
be a small subset of the population of the ParB-parS cells in which the cell cycle is delayed,
but the vast majority of cells are unaffected.
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Figure A.2: Fluorescence histograms for seven loci. (A) Genetic map of parS insertion
sites or loci. (B-H) Histograms of all overlaid synchronized, normalized, oriented trajectories
throughout the cell cycle for all chromosomal loci. Tracks are oriented with L > 0 indicating
the old pole and L < 0 indicating the new pole side of the cell.
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Figure A.3: Histogram of lac trajectories in background strain AB1157. Trajectories
in this histogram have been synchronized, normalized and oriented. Despite being genomicly
located in a similar position to “R3” used in this study, the lacI locus in AB1157 possess
striking symmetry, consistent with the difference in chromosomal orientation in MG1655 and
AB1157.
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Figure A.4: KL Divergence values for step-size distributions p(x) and q(x). The KL
Divergence K(p||q) is a qualitative measure of the distance between a true distribution p and
a model q. Qualitatively, the number of observations required to make the difference between
the distribution significant is N ≈ K−1. A list of the step-size distributions p(x) and q(x)
are given in Table 2. The error bars in the divergences are estimated by bootstrapping from
the empirical distribution.
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Plot Bar True distribution p(x) Model distribution q(x) Value

A oriC pre-split oriC post-split 0.0430 ± 0.0010

B oriC pre-split oriC post-split M.S. 0.0146 ± 0.0007

C oriC post-split, forward oriC post-split, reverse 0.0974 ± 0.0036

D oriC post-split, forward M.S. oriC post-split, reverse M.S. 0.0057 ± 0.0017

E oriC pre-split Gaussian 0.0296 ± 0.0018

F oriC post-split M.S. Gaussian 0.0253 ± 0.0010

G oriC post-split Gaussian 0.0257 ± 0.0016

H oriC pre-split L2 pre-split 0.0162 ± 0.0018

I oriC post-split M.S. L2 post-split M.S. 0.0050 ± 0.0010

J oriC post-split L2 post-split 0.0051 ± 0.0016

K MS2-GFP-mRNA Gaussian 0.1297 ± 0.0010

Table A.2: Distributions p(x) and q(x) used to calculate KL divergences in Figure 7.
“M.S.” indicates distributions which have been mean-subtracted. “Gaussian” indicates a
Gaussian fit for the associated p(x).
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Figure A.5: Non-Gaussian step-size distributions compared for chromosomal loci
and large complexes. The observed locus step-size distributions all have Fat tails : The
probability of large magnitude steps is greater than predicted by a Gaussian step-size dis-
tribution with the observed mean and variance (of the true distribution). As can be seen
in Panel A, the mismatch between the true step-size distribution (red) and the gaussian
fit (blue) is quite small compared to the mismatch observed for MS2-GFP-mRNA com-
plexes (Panel B). For MS2-GFP-mRNA complexes, there is a dramatic mismatch between
the observed step-size distribution and the Gaussian model [4]. The size of this mismatch is
measured by the KL Divergence and shown in Fig. SI A.4.
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Table 1. Genomic position of parS inserts

Figure 2. Histogram of split positions for all loci

Figure A.6: Segregation results from a drift velocity. Consider the distributions of
forward, p(x), and reverse, p(−x), biased motion during the first ten minutes of segregation,
shown in Panel A. The displacement in the distributions can be understood as the change
in the physical character of the motion that results in segregation. To test whether the
dominant contribution is consistent with a shift of the distribution in the direction of the
bias (a drift velocity), we compute the distribution of mean subtracted steps p′(δx) and
compare this to the reverse bias distribution p′(−δx), as shown in Panel B. The similarity
between the these distributions is consistent with the drift velocity representing the dominant
contribution to segregation. The difference between the distributions is quantitated using
the KL Divergence in Fig. SI A.4.
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Figure A.7: Time dependent step-size distribution for ter1. As with the oriC time-
dependent step-size distribution provided in Figure 6B, the ter1 step-size distribution is well
approximated by a Gaussian distribution with a time dependent bias.
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Figure A.8: Powerlaw fitting of locus drift velocities. When drift velocities for loci
are plotted in log-log scale, we apply powerlaw fitting, Eqn. A.6. For oriC, R1 and ter1 the
resulting resulting fit slopes are α = 0.48, 0.0, and − 0.2 respectively.
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Figure A.9: Drift velocities for oriC and lac in model strain AB1157. The
similarities in the profiles of these two locus drift velocities suggests that while structure may
vary between strains, universal segregation dynamics are also observed in AB1157 under slow
growth conditions.

A.3 Mean velocity as an estimator of instantaneous velocity

In the experiments described in the text, we measure the displacement between foci x at

fixed times intervals ∆t = τ = 1 min where t is the time since the split. We report the

velocity as

v∗(t+ 1
2
τ) ≡ 1

τ
[x(t+ τ)− x(t)] , (A.3)

where we denote the velocity with a star to denote its definition in terms of a finite difference.

This is equivalent to measuring the time-averaged velocity over the time interval [t, t+ τ ]:

v∗(t) ≡
∫ t+

1
2
τ

t−1
2
τ

dt′ v(t′). (A.4)

We can interpret the time-averaged velocity v∗ as an estimator of the instantaneous velocity

v. The relative error of this estimator is defined:

ε(t) ≡ v∗(t)− v(t)

v(t)
. (A.5)

To estimate the relative error, we use a parametric model for the drift velocity that we have

previously proposed [95]:

v(t) = vapp t
α/2−1, (A.6)
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which will facilitate an explicit estimate of the relative error of the velocity estimator. An

integration gives the relative error:

ε(t) = 2t
ατ

[(
1 + τ

2t

)α
2 −

(
1− τ

2t

)α
2

]
, (A.7)

which is plotted for α = 0.6 in Figure A.10. As expected, the error is small except for the

first step t ≈ τ .

Additional uncertainty is added by the unknown timing of the split. We assign the split

time to the last integer frame in which only a single locus is resolved, but the true splitting

time may be any time between this frame and the next frame when two foci are resolved.

An analogous computation facilitates the estimate of this error.

Figure A.10: Model for the relative error of the mean velocity as an estimator for
instantaneous velocity.

A.4 Software Availability and Documentation

The website for the SuperSegger software [1], which contains the analysis tool gateTool,

can be found at http://mtshasta.phys.washington.edu/website/SuperSegger.php.

The software can be downloaded at the GitHub repository

https://github.com/wiggins-lab/SuperSegger/. The GitHub wiki (found by fol-

lowing the ‘Wiki’ tab of the GitHub page) contains a detailed outline of how to use

the SuperSegger software; this includes instructions for downloading, and details for
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both GUI and command-line use of the segmentation (SuperSegger) and gateTool

analysis tool. Tutorials and sample datasets for these processes are also available at

http://mtshasta.phys.washington.edu/website/tutorials.php.

The “View gateTool tutorial” link brings you to a scroll-through html version of the

tutorial. The version begins with an electronic Table of Contents, so that you can jump

directly to a section of interest. The “Download Tutorial” link allows you to download the

tutorial script and all associated files, so that you may run through the tutorial yourself.

This interactive method allows you to select your own gates by clicking to draw gates on 1D

and 2D plots, just as you would when using the gateTool in your analysis.

Feature Description

SuperSegger

Automated MATLAB-based trainable cell segmentation, fluorescence

quantification and analysis suite, well-suited for high-throughput

time lapse fluorescence microscopy of in vivo bacterial cells

gateTool

MATLAB-based image cytometry tool, designed to be part of the

same complete package as SuperSegger, but able to be used

independently; intakes Clists for plotting, gate-setting through

interactive plots, and other analysis

Clist Matrix summary of single-valued cell descriptors for all cells

3D Clist
3D matrix summary of cell descriptors for all cells, throughout

the cell-cycle

Single Cell Towers
Time-lapse images of a single cell, stacked in chronological order,

with consistent pole orientation

Consensus Images
Mean cell-cycle dependent fluorescence localization from sets

of single cell towers, spatially scaled to the same cell dimensions

Table A.3: Summary of SuperSegger and its analysis features.
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A.5 Clist structure

All Clist information is collected in a single structure-array; it possesses structure-array

fields for holding single-valued and time-dependent Clist data, cell descriptor definitions,

and gates. These fields are defined as follows:

• data: stores single-valued measurements for all cells; each row represents an individual

cell tracked through the time-course and the columns represent a subset of the > 70

cell descriptors.

• def: defines the data column number where each cell descriptors is stored.

• data3D: stores the time-dependent 3D Clist data; it contains measurements for a subset

of cell descriptors at each frame. The matrix contains Not-a-Number (NaNs) in frames

where the cell does not exist.

• def3D: defines the data3D column number where each time-dependent cell descriptor

is stored.

• gate: holds information about which cell descriptors have been gated (stored as field

x) and what the gate values are (stores as field ind).

A.6 Clist definition fields

As shown in Section II, the def and def3D fields hold definitions of the cell descriptors stored

in data and data3D, respectively. (For all fluorescent focus cell descriptors, FocusX(Y) refers

to focus number Y found in channel X, and FluorZ refers to fluorescence channel Z.) Below

are the def field definitions for the Clist :
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1. Cell ID

2. Region num birth

3. Region num death

4. Cell birth time

5. Cell death time

6. Cell age

7. Old pole age

8. Error frame

9. stat0

10. Long axis (L) birth

11. Long axis (L) death

12. Short axis birth

13. Short axis death

14. Area birth

15. Area death

16. Region score birth

17. Region score death

18. X position birth

19. Y position birth

20. Fluor1 sum

21. Fluor1 mean

22. Fluor2 sum

23. Fluor2 mean

24. Num of neighbors

25. Region gray value

26. Focus1(1) long axis

birth

27. Focus1(1) short axis

birth

28. Focus1(1) score birth

29. Focus1(1) intensity

birth

30. Focus1(2) long axis

birth

31. Focus1(2) short axis

birth

32. Focus1(2) score birth

33. Focus1(2) intensity

birth

34. Focus1(2) long axis

birth

35. Focus1(3) short axis

birth

36. Focus1(3) score birth
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37. Focus1(3) intensity

birth

38. Focus1(4) long axis

birth

39. Focus1(4) short axis birth

40. Focus1(4) score birth

41. Focus1(4) intensity birth

42. Focus1(5) long axis birth

43. Focus1(5) short axis birth

44. Focus1(5) score birth

45. Focus1(5) intensity birth

46. Focus1(1) long axis pole align

47. Focus1(1) long axis norm

pole align

48. Focus1(1) long axis normalized

49. Focus1(2) long axis normalized

50. Focus1(3) long axis normalized

51. Focus1(4) long axis normalized

52. Focus1(5) long axis normalized

53. Focus1(1) short axis normalized

54. Focus1(2) short axis normalized

55. Focus1(3) short axis normalized

56. Focus1(4) short axis normalized

57. Focus1(5) short axis normalized

58. Focus1(1) gaussian fit

width

59. Focus1(2) gaussian fit

width

60. Focus1(3) gaussian fit

width

61. Mother ID

62. Daughter1 ID

63. Daughter2 ID

64. dL max

65. dL min

66. L death / L birth

67. Fluor1 sum death

68. Fluor1 mean death

69. Fluor2 sum death

70. Fluor2 mean death

71. Focus1(1) long axis death

72. Focus1(1) short axis death

73. Focus1(1) score death

74. Focus1(1) intensity death
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75. Focus1(2) long axis death

76. Focus1(2) short axis death

77. Focus1(2) score death

78. Focus1(2) intensity death

79. Focus1(2) long axis death

80. Focus1(3) short axis death

81. Focus1(3) score death

82. Focus1(3) intensity death

83. Focus1(4) long axis death

84. Focus1(4) short axis death

85. Focus1(4) score death

86. Focus1(4) intensity death

87. Focus1(5) long axis death

88. Focus1(5) short axis death

89. Focus1(5) score death

90. Focus1(5) intensity death

91. Focus1(1) gaussian fit width death

92. Focus1(2) gaussian fit width death

93. Focus1(3) gaussian fit width death

94. Long axis/Short axis birth

95. Long axis/Short axis death

96. Neck width

97. Maximum width

98. Cell dist to edge

99. Growth Rate
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Below are the def3D field definitions for the 3D Clist :

1. Cell ID

2. Long axis (L)

3. Short axis

4. Area

5. Fluor1 sum

6. Fluor1 mean

7. Fluor2 sum

8. Fluor2 mean

9. Focus1(1) long axis

10. Focus1(1) short axis

11. Focus1(1) score

12. Focus1(1) intensity

13. Focus1(2) long axis

14. Focus1(2) short axis

15. Focus1(2) score

16. Focus1(2) intensity

17. Focus1(1) long axis pole align

18. Focus1(1) long axis norm pole align

The cell descriptors included in both the Clist and 3D Clist are easily customizable.

Users may do this by editing the SuperSegger script trackOptiClist.m, or simply by using

the add and add3d commands of the gateTool (See Table A.4).

A.7 gateTool Implementation

The gateTool function allows the user to manage all Clist modification and visualiza-

tion by passing commands through a single gateTool function. Table A.4 gives a de-

scription of all gateTool commands for modifying the Clist ; this includes options such

as merging Clists, loading data from the Clist, and setting gates. Table A.5 gives a de-

scription of all gateTool commands for viewing the Clist data; this includes options such

as producing histograms, dot plots, KDE plots, and setting axis scaling. Finally, Ta-

ble A.6 gives a description of all additional gateTool commands for such options as sav-

ing the Clist and displaying the Clist channel definitions. To use these commands, the

user simply passes in the Clist (or a set of Clists), along with the command and any

accompanying arguments (i.e. [output] = gateTool(Clist, ’command’, argument);
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). Several commands can (and some commands must) be used together in a

single call to gateTool. A tutorial for using the gateTool can be found at

http://mtshasta.phys.washington.edu/website/gatetoolTutorial/sample.html.

If you prefer to use a GUI’s, you can open an easy-to-use gateTool GUI using the script

gateToolGUI. An image of this GUI is shown in Figure A.11.

Figure A.11: Image of the gateTool GUI.
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Command Arg(s) Description

‘merge’ Merge and output all input Clists into a single Clist

‘strip’ Remove all un-gated cells from the Clist data

‘squeeze’ Treat all Clist entries identically

‘expand’ Treat all Clist entries as different conditions

‘name’ name Provide a label for a Clist (appears in plot legends)

‘color’ cc Provide a color for a Clist (used for plotting Clist data)

‘add’ data, name
Add a field (name) to the Clist data, using input

values (data)

‘add3d’ data, name
Add a field (name) to the 3D Clist data, using input

values (data)

‘get’ ind Output data from data column ind

‘make’ ind
Gate all input Clists on index (indices) in ind. (ind is a

vector with either 1 or 2 elements.)

‘getgate’ ind Outputs the indexed gate

Table A.4: Clist modification commands.
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Command Arg(s) Description

‘show’ ind

Make a figure for viewing the Clist. ind is either an index or

pair of indices specifying what is to be visualized. If no ind is

passed, all gates are displayed on a single Clist input

‘time’ ind Make a temporal plot of single cell dynamics for one index

‘hist’ ind Make a 1 or 2D histogram (depending on dimension of ind)

‘dot’ ind Make a 2D dot plot (dim. of ind must be 2)

‘kde’ ind Make a 1 or 2D KDE (depending on dimension of ind)

‘bin’ bin

Set binning for hist, kde plots. bin: (1D) scalar is number

of bins, vector is set of bin centers, (2D) vector is set of bin

numbers for each dim, cell array is two vectors of bin centers

‘den’ Normalize hist,kde plots to show probability density

‘cond’ Normalize hist, kde plots to show conditional probability density

‘rk’ rk Set radius of the Gaussian kernel for kde plots

‘rm’ rm Set radius of the point mask (size of plotted point) for kde plots

‘mult’ mult Set resolution for kde plots (i.e. set number of pixels in image)

‘err’ Show error in 1D hist, kde plots

‘inv’ Invert 2D hist, kde plots for printing

‘stat’ Show statistics for a 1D show command

‘log’ axes
Set of axes to set with log scales. axes = [1,2,3] will set x, y

and color axes to log scale

‘no clear’ Do not run clear figure (clf) before drawing

‘new fig’ Draws new figures for each input Clist

Table A.5: Clist visualization commands. Note: these commands do not modify the
Clist. All commands in this table must be used in conjunction with the ‘show’ command.
All commands specifying aspects of ‘kde’ and ‘hist’ plots must be used in conjunction
with the ‘kde’ and ‘hist’ commands.
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Command Argument(s) Description

‘def’ Show all Clist channel definitions at the command line

‘def3D’ Show all 3D Clist channel definitions at the command line

‘xls’ filename Export an excel document with Clist data (Excel must be installed)

‘csv’ filename Export a csv document with Clist data

‘save’ filename Save Clist to a .mat file

‘units’ units Set a multiplier for the data to set desired units

‘drill’ Use recursive loading through a directory tree to any level

Table A.6: Additional commands.

A.8 Strains and data collection

The analysis for this work was applied to data taken from a variety of new and previous

studies. A list of all strains used is provided in Table A.7. Data for the “Length as a

proxy for cell age” and “Overexpression phenotypes” experiments were initially collected for

previous studies (respectively, [21] and [20, 27]). For all experiments, slides were prepared

using pads of 0.2% LM- agarose (Cat. no. 16520-020). Cells are spotted onto the pads,

covered with a coverslip and sealed using VaLP (1:1:1 vaseline, lanolin and paraffin). Imaging

was completed using a Nikon Ti-E inverted wide-field fluorescence microscope with a large

format sCMOS camera (Andor NEO) and controlled by NIS-Elements. Samples were kept

at 30 degrees C throughout the imaging process using an environmental chamber. Image

processing and analysis was completed using custom MATLAB (Natick, MA) software
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Figure A.12: Histogram of division times for cells in “Length as a proxy for cell
age” experiment.

Bacterium Strain Vector Experiment

A. baylyi ADP1 Morphology gating

E. coli AB1157 pZA12-GFP Morphology gating

E. coli MG1655 pALA2705 Length as age proxy

E. coli K-12 ASKA Overexpression phenotpyes

E. coli MG1655 Cell-cycle duration

Table A.7: Strains.

A.9 Kernel Density Estimates (KDEs)

Kernel density estimates provide a binning-independent, smoothed representation, or esti-

mate, of the probability density of data. The histogram of values is normalized to provide the

probability density, and the resulting values are convolved with a Gaussian kernel, smooth-

ing the resulting values to prevent artifacts from binning. Two example 2D KDE plots are

provided in Fig. A.13.
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Figure A.13: Conditional Probabilities for Relative Variables. For the “Length as
a proxy for cell age” experiment, we provide the conditional probabilities for cell length vs
relative cell age (left) and for relative cell length vs relative cell age (right). Here “relative”
means relative to the end-of-cell-cycle value (i.e. length and age at the time of cell division.

A.10 Computation of p-values for the determinants of growth rate

To compute the p-values for the different determinants of growth rate, we used the non-

parameter Kolmogorov–Smirnov Test to compare the distributions and test whether they

were generated from the same PDF. We used the MATLAB implementation kstest2. Due

to the small number of determinants tested, we did not apply a Bonferroni correction to

correct for multiplicity.

A.11 Estimation of mutual information

The mutual information is defined:

M(X, Y ) ≡ EX,Y
p(·,·)

log
p(X, Y )

p(X) p(Y )
, (A.8)

where p are the pdf and joint pdf distributions for random variables X and Y . To estimate

the probability distributions, we define the empirical probability distribution using a Kernel

Density Estimate:

p̂(x|xN ;σ) ≡ N−1
N∑
i=1

K(x|xi, σ), (A.9)
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where K is a Gaussian kernel centered on training observation xi and σ is the kernel width.

The leave-one-out-cross-validated mutual information estimate is:

M̂(xN , yN ;σ) ≡ N−1
N∑
i=1

log
p̂(xi, yi|x 6=i, y 6=i)
p̂(xi|x 6=i) p̂(yi|y 6=i)

, (A.10)

where x 6=i and y 6=i refer to the data set without the ith observation. Finally we maximize M

with respect to the kernel density widths with respect to X and Y .

Descriptor P-value

Phase Brightness 0.901

Dist. to Colony Edge 0.857

Number of Old Poles 0.012

Cell Length at Birth 0.026

Table A.8: P-values for growth rate distributions gated by cell descriptor P-values
are calculated for the growth distributions in Fig. 4E. For each cell descriptor, the growth
rate distributions for the highest (+) and lowest (-) subpopulations are compared.


